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gling of 20-year-old 
college student Cara 
Knott by then-Cali­
fornia Highway Pa­
trol Officer Craig 
Peyer shocked the 
nation. 
The 1992 video 
tape of Rodney King 
being beaten by four 
officers startled 
Americans. 
Due to incidents 
such as the Knott 
murder and the King 
beating, citizens no 
longer feel safe when 
confronted by the 
police. 
The fear resulting 
from these cases can 
affect anyone, from a 
man stopped for a 
speeding ticket to a 
woman driving home 
alone at night. 
LIFESTYLE OUTLOOK 
Funky, fresh Local band 
fashions for Unsteady 
the Fall A aims high 
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA 
see FEAR on page 3 
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NEWSINBRIEF compiled by Elizabeth M. Himchak 
Paris, France — France has ex­
pelled 139 illegal Romanian im­
migrants as part of the 
government's policy of repatri­
ating 20,000 illegal aliens a year. 
The move followed mass ex­
pulsions in recent months of 
Romanians, mainly Gypsies, 
and Africans. 
There are about four million 
foreigners legally established in 
France, with an estimated one 
million more in the country il­
legally, officials say. 
Immigration is one of the 
most sensitive political issues 
in France, where about three 
million people, or more than 11 
percent of the work force, are 
unemployed. 
Kampala, Uganda — Nearly 60 
people have died in Ugandan 
hospitals and clinics due to lack 
of care since doctors and nurses 
went on strike last week, their 
union said Saturday. 
Despite the rising death toll, 
health Minister James Makumbi, 
himself a doctor, ruled out talks 
with the strikers and instead 
accused them of gross irrespon­
sibility. 
Medical workers throughout 
Uganda went on strike to press 
their demands for increases of 
between three and ten times their 
present pay. 
The union wants doctors to be 
paid monthly wages of up to 
$1,565 compared with the cur­
rent $155, and nurses up to $520 
from just $62 at present. 
Bogota, Columbia — U.S. offi­
cials reportedly possess evi­
dence about Cali drug cartel cor­
ruption of Colombian politics 
that could bring down the gov­
ernment of President Ernesto 
Samper. 
The evidence, according to a 
highly placed source, is con­
tained in a collection of state­
ments and documents pro­
vided by Cali cartel financial 
wizard Guillermo Pallomari, 
who surrendered to U.S. drug 
agents in Washington weeks 
ago. 
Colombian authorities, in­
vestigating the Samper admin­
istration for allegedly using 
millions of dollars of Cali car­
tel money to win the presi­
dency last year, are eager to 
get their hands on the infor­
mation, the source indicated. 
Prosecutor General Alfonso 
Valdivieso, who has spear­
headed the corruption probe, 
is expected to seek U.S. coop­
eration when he visits Wash­
ington early this week on a 
previously scheduled trip. 
Anchorage, Alaska — Search­
ers have found the "black box" 
cockpit voice recorder they 
hope will provide clues to what 
caused an Air Force radar plane 
to crash, killing 24 people. 
Maj. Jerry Brown, a spokes­
man for Elmendorf Air Force 
Base near Anchorage, said the 
box was found Friday night in 
the wreckage of the Airborne 
Warning and Control System 
plane, which crashed in a fire­
ball minutes after taking off 
from the base. 
Some news reports said the 
crash may have been caused 
by a flock of Canada geese be­
ing sucked into one of the 
plane's engines. 
Washington, D.C. — On Sat­
urday President Clinton 
awarded the nation's second-
highest civilian honor to an 87-
year-old woman who is donat­
ing $150,000 earned during a 
lifetime of scrimping and sav­
ing to the University of South­
ern Mississippi. 
Clinton pinned the Presiden­
tial Citizens Medal on Oseola 
McCarty of Hattiesburg, Miss., 
during an evening meeting in 
the Oval Office. 
"If there could be more people 
like you in this country, we'd 
have very few problems," 
Clinton told her. 
McCarty saved the money 
during more than 75 years of 
washing and ironing other 
people's clothes. She said she is 
giving the money away to help 
underprivileged young people 
receive something she didn't — 
an education. 
Academically gifted black stu­
dents will receive priority con­
sideration for the Oseola 
McCarty Scholarship. The 
school will receive the money 
after the death of McCarty, but 
is establishing a $1,000 scholar­
ship in her honor now. 
New York, N.Y. —A jury began 
deliberating Saturday on the trial 
NATION 
of ten men accused of plotting 
a series of bombing attacks to 
terrorize the United States into 
changing its Middle East poli­
cies. 
Deliberations will probably 
be lengthy as jurors follow 2000 
pages of instructions and study 
evidence from more than 200 
witnesses. 
Prosecutors allege that Sheik 
Omar Abdel-Rahman and the 
other defendants were plan­
ning to bomb the United Na­
tions, a federal building hous­
ing the FBI, and two tunnels 
and a bridge linking Manhat­
tan to New Jersey. 
STATE 
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San Jose — An undercover 
sting at two Montgomery Ward 
& Co. auto repair shops re­
sulted in a $700,000 settlement 
that includes reimbursing 26 
customers, prosecutors said. 
Investigators confirmed six 
cases in which two Auto Ex­
press stores in San Jose charged 
customers for work that was 
not done or was not needed, 
said A1 Bender, a Santa Clara 
deputy district attorney. 
Among the accusations was 
an allegation that investigators 
were sold expensive four-
wheel alignments even though 
their car had unadjustable rear 
wheels. 
The D.A.'s office said the com­
pany had agreed to pay more 
than $83,000 to resolve similar 
accusations at a shop in Sacra­
mento. 
Twenty-six area customers 
who complained to authorities 
will receive checks ranging from 
$23 to $2,300. 
In addition to several hundred 
thousand dollars in fines, they 
will also pay up to $300,000 in 
merchandise coupons mailed to 
customers who had wheel align­
ments or complete brake jobs at 
the shops between Aug. 23,1993, 
and March 27,1995. The com­
pany will issue $35 coupons for 
the alignments and $50 coupons 
for the brake work. 
San Diego — San Diego inven­
tor Gregg Motsenbocker, went 
to the U.S. Patent and Trade­
mark Office's "Invention Con­
vention" and left with the 
meeting's highest honor: the 
Outstanding Innovator Award. 
Motsenbocker, a chemist 
and president of Motsenbocker 
Advanced Development Inc., 
was among five people chosen 
for the award from 125 patent 
holders invited to showcase 
their inventions and entrepre­
neurial skills. 
Motsenbocker won for pat­
ents he holds on cleaners that 
remove spots and stains, the 
latest of which, "Lift Off 4," 
takes an innovative approach 
to graffiti removal. 
The award was presented 
this month at the patent office's 
23rd annual National Inven­
tors Conference and Expo in 
Orlando, Fla. 
Motsenbocker's graffiti re­
mover is a biodegradable com­
pound that separates acrylic 
and enamel paint from a sur­
face while leaving the paint 
intact; like a film, that can be 
hosed off, scooped up and dis­
carded. 
NEWS 
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Temporary science building creates class space 
PETER CHASEY 
Staff Writer 
An aluminum skeleton has been 
erected behind Camino and Founders in 
front of the Physical Plant building. Ac­
cording to Fred Brooks, vice president of 
Finance and Administration, this skel­
eton is the framework for a million dol­
lar interim science building. 
Construction for the building began 
in early August and should be finished 
by the upcoming spring semester in 1996. 
The architectural firm working on the 
design is Mosher, Drew, Watson, 
Ferguson and Barker. The science fac­
ulty at USD and the Physical Plant also 
contributed their input for the design. 
Originally the building was intended 
to be used as a shipping and receiving 
warehouse for Physical Plant, but be­
cause of the lack of classroom space, the 
building will temporarily be used for 
science classes until a permanent science 
building is built. 
The need for more science classes took 
• FEAR 
continued from page 1 
don't fear the cops in San 
Diego because I have no reason 
to," said Kenda Bartholomew, a 
junior at USD. "But, you just 
don't know who you can trust. 
Without their uniform, they're 
ALEX PERRY/VISTA 
The Physical Plant will use the unfinished building as a warehouse 
when a permanent science building is constructed. 
precedence over the need for a ware­
house at this time because, "the students 
needed the sciences to complete thier 
programs," Brooks said. "Trailers are 
not viable alternatives." 
Chemistry and marine environmental 
science laboratories are being added 
along with twenty four fume hoods and 
two chemistry classrooms. 
"In the last four to five years we've had 
an over 40 percent increase in biology 
and chemistry enrollment," said Dr. 
Patrick Drinan, dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences at USD. "This reflects 
the national trend in the number of 
people going into the sciences." 
According to Roger Manion, director 
of Physical Plant, these new classrooms 
will have high ceilings and there will be 
no windows along the back wall in an 
effort to reduce noise in the classroom. 
"I'm ecstatic about the new building 
devoted to furthering my education in a 
subject as important as chemistry," said 
Laura Odeh, a freshman biology major. 
Monica Gabaldon, a chemistry ma­
jor, is also looking forward to the expan­
sion. "It's about time," she said. 
According to Drinan, the interim sci­
ence building will now more than double 
the capacity to teach General Chemistry. 
Also, more Organic Chemistry sections 
will be able to open within the next year 
when the General Chemistry laboratory 
is moved to the temporary building. 
Once a permanent science building is 
constructed, the building will revert 
back to its original purpose and be used 
COIffiR STQJ?Y 
FEAR BY THE 
ROADSIDE 
just regular people with differ­
ent views and opinions." 
"I don't feel I can trust anyone 
in the Police Department," said 
Tasha Smithey, a 23-year-old El 
Cajon resident who claims she 
was harassed after hesitating to 
pull over on Highway 67 on a 
late night April 3. 
She had seen the same officer 
at a 7-11 convenience store ten 
minutes earlier and claimed that 
he had been staring at her. 
"Once he pulled me over, I saw 
it was the same guy who was 
staring at me," Smithey said. She 
said that she started to get ner­
vous. 
"I thought to myself, 'I am not 
pulling over on this dark high­
way,'" Smithey said. She added 
that she had always been cau­
tious when driving alone atnight 
because of the Knott incident. 
Smithey said that she then sig­
naled, pulled over at a lighted 
area off the next exit and entered 
a well-lit parking lot of an In & 
Out Burger. She assumed the 
officer would be understanding 
of the delay. 
She said that she was shocked 
by the angry behavior of the 
police officer who greeted her. 
She asserts that the officer re­
acted in a completely unprofes­
sional manner. 
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA 
Not knowing who they can trust, some women driving 
alone would rather pull over into a lighted area. 
"He asked me what I had 
heard or read to make me afraid 
of him," Smithey said. "I told 
him that it wasn't necessarily 
him that I was afraid of, but I just 
didn't feel safe pulling over 
where he wanted me to along 
the highway. He asked me 
whether I was thinking of Craig 
Peyer and Cara Knott. I told 
him yes." 
According to Smithey, her an­
swer seemed to further irritate 
the officer, and his body lan­
guage became defensive. "He 
stated that he was not Craig 
Peyer and that I was not Cara 
Knott, and that was just a once-
in-a-thousand-times deal," she 
said. "Then the officer said, 'He 
ruined it for all of us.' " 
Smithey claims that the of­
ficer asked several personal 
questions, told her to blow into 
his face because he suspected 
she had been drinking and ac­
cused her of driving on the white 
lines and speeding. 
"I was defensive," Smithey 
said. "I didn't want to give him 
the answers to the questions he 
was asking. " No citation was 
issued. 
Smithey said that she was 
scared. "He was completely out 
of line," she said of the 45-minute 
incident. 
Smithey filled a complaint six 
days later. After her charges 
were investigated, Sheriff Will­
iam B.Kolender and Lieutenant 
Linda S. Fulton said in a June 26 
letter that the allegations were 
not substantiated because there 
were no independent witness to 
confirm either side of the story. 
"I concur that young women 
have a right to feel safe, to be 
treated with dignity, not to be 
threatened or belittled, and not 
to have sexist comments made 
to them by law enforcement of­
ficers," Kolender wrote to 
Smithey on August 18. "More­
over, they should not be stopped 
to satisfy a male deputy's curi­
osities other than those curiosi­
ties that are law enforcement re­
lated." 
According to California Penal 
Code Section 832.7, information 
discovered during a personnel 
police investigation cannot be 
discussed. 
"I cannot comment on the 
specifics of the Smithey case," 
Sgt. Don Crisp said. 
Since Peyer was convicted for 
Knott's murder and is currently 
serving a prison sentence for 25 
years to life, there has been much 
debate over the state's responsi­
bility for Peyer's actions. Last 
week, a San Diego judge ordered 
the state to pay $7.5 million to 
the Knott family. 
The question of citizens' 
rights to pull over in a safe area 
remains prominent to many in­
volved in the issue. 
Since the death of his daugh­
ter, Sam Knott has been actively 
involved in improving what he 
describes as "much needed" 
police reforms. For example, 
Knott said, "It is absolutely ri­
diculous that women can't drive 
to a lit area." 
Dianne Jacobs, chairwoman 
of the San Diego County Board 
of supervisors, wrote a letter to 
Sheriff Kolender in August 
which stated that the issue of 
whether or not it is allowable for 
a person who is signaled to pull 
over in a lighted area is impor­
tant. 
"I believe that he [Smithey] is 
legitimately concerned for his 
daughter's safety, and he wants 
to be able to tell them what to do 
in the event that they are pulled 
over," Jacob said. 
Smithey supports Knott's 
work. "I hope their policies 
change so that me and other 
women can feel safe driving," 
she said. "As far as I know, this 
can happen again." 
"They [the sheriffs depart­
ment] is working on changing 
the policy so it is not such a 
game of roulette," said Rick 
Smithey, Tasha's father. "Police 
don't need such free reign." He 
see BUILDING on page 5 
said that police officers need to 
be more monitored, for example, 
logging each stop. 
According to Kolender's Sept. 
12 letter to Rick Smithey, Assis­
tant Sheriff Jack Smith is review­
ing existing policy and training 
programs to make sure that 
deputies are properly trained in 
the issue of women feeling un­
safe when alone at night. 
"At night time, I'm not afraid 
of police because of past events," 
said Amy Knoten, a sophomore 
at USD. "I respect what they do 
because it's their job and it's 
tough." 
"Unless [citizens] have a re­
ally good reason to be afraid, I 
think they are overreacting," 
said Knoten concerning stereo­
types of police as dangerous and 
unethical. 
"They're just driving around 
doing their job," USD sopho­
more Kevin Hall said. "Every­
one has different experiences. I 
have no problem with the po­
lice." 
Associate Editor Tanya Rodrigues 
contributed to this report. 
Section 2800 of 
the vehicle code ; J 
y/It is unlawful to | 
willfully refuse to | 
comply with any 
lawful order, sig~ j 
nal, or direction of | 
any peace officer 
when the peace 
officer is in uni­
form and is per- | 
i forming duties." 
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Security is a phone call away 
PATRICK JAMES 
Staff Writer 
New emergency phones have 
been placed in various locations 
throughout USD in an effort to 
make the campus safer. 
The 36 phones are located on 
the northeast and southeast 
sides of Founders Hall, the west 
side of Copley, the west tennis 
courts, the Olin south parking 
lot and in the Physical Plant 
shops. 
These locations were noted 
as specific areas of concern last 
November when Women's Cen­
ter representatives and Public 
Safety Officer Bob Brown con­
ducted a campus walk-through. 
The new phones were installed 
in accordance with their recom­
mendations. 
Nancy Knapp, a USD student 
who now works on safety is­
sues for the Women's Center, 
sees these new phones as a big 
improvement from the previ­
ous red emergency phones. 
Knapp said that most stu­
dents didn't even know USD 
had safety phones prior to this 
see PHONES on page 5 
Emergency 
Telephone Guide 




mmmm indicates Major Lighted Corridor 
® Emergency Telephone Location 
COURTESY OF USD PUBLIC SAFETY 
USD ranks among national universities 
JAMIE HEWITT 
Staff Writer 
The results of the race for the top 229 
universities in America have come in. In 
the annual U.S. News and World Report 
guide entitled "America's Best Colleges," 
USD placed in the top 51-115 universi­
ties. 
This was the second year the univer­
sity has been ranked at a national level 
instead of just the western region. 
"USD is honored to be considered as a 
growing, important, national university," 
said Jack Cannon, director of Public Re­
lations for the University. 
USD's growing status raises the im­
portant issue, whether or not USD should 
put stock into these national surveys 
U.S. News & World Report came to its 
decision by ranking these factors: selec­
tivity, faculty resources, financial re­
sources, retention of students and alumni 
satisfaction. Administrators from one 
school rank administrators from other 
schools. 
"You can question the value and the 
accuracy of these national assessments, 
but you can't afford not to be placed in 
them," Cannon said. 
A U.S. News & World Report issue 
reported that the philosophy behind the 
report is in believing that students and 
their families should have all the data 
possible concerning the comparative 
merits of colleges and universities. 
"Yes, you look at the school in a differ­
ent way when you see it ranked higher," 
said Stacy Bunten, a junior at USD. "The 
academic reputation is raised and you 
think of the school as more challenging. 
"These [national ranked schools] usu­
ally have more-selective admissions and 
greater resources," U.S News & World 
Report says. Previously, USD was under 
the western regional college category 
where they placed third in 1993. 
The new national status placed USD in 
competition with Ivy League schools and 
the University California system. In their 
previous category, USD did not compete 
with national universities, but regional 
ones. 
"USD has the potential to compete 
with the nation's top universities," said 
freshman Ramina Benjamin 
Although the university does not gear 
itself toward these surveys, USD's po­
tential has made it a runner in the repu­
tation race. " We do not attempt to struc­
ture, or in any way promote the univer­
sity to serve the needs of national maga­
zine surveys," Cannon said. 
The winner of the race once again was 
Harvard. This is its sixth year as number 
one in "America's Best Colleges." Yale 
and Princeton tied for second place, and 
Stanford was close behind. Other local 
San Diego schools who placed were 
UCSD, number 43, and San Diego State 
University, in the last tier. 
One may wonder if these surveys are 
merely a popularity contests. 
"A growing number of universities are 
questioning the apparent subjectivity of 
the magazine surveys used to determine 
which are the 'best' American universi­
ties," Cannon said. 
In the final analysis of the ranking 
system, USD's goal to follow a program 
that is best suited for the needs of the 
students as well as the school, and not to 
be influenced by high ratings with na­
tional surveys. 





























Sophomore council formed to aid senators 
ERIN STONE 
Staff Writer 
By employing the idea that 
more is better, USD's sophomore 
senators have created a sopho­
more committee and sparked a 
new spirit in the class of '98. 
Traditionally senators plan 
their activities. This year sopho­
more senators Mike Corrales and 
Kim Farris have chosen about 20 
sophomores to help them plan 
their activities and events. 
"This is the first time that I 
know of that this has been done 
[formation of a council]," 
Corrales said. 
"It's not too difficult for two 
people to handle small events, 
such as happy hour," said Bryan 
Walsh, AS President. "But to do 
all the events the sophomore 
senators are doing, it's too much 
for two people. Therefore, they 
use the council to make their 
jobs easier." 
Farris hopes that the council 
will raise the standards of all of 
the future AS senators. "When 
Mike and I were elected, people 
constantly said, 'In the past...,' 
but we thought we'd start a new 
trend," she said. "We want to 
work for our class, not our re­
sumes." 
The students that make up 
the council have positive out­
looks for its goals as well as how 
they feel about being chosen to 
be a part of it. 
"It is an awesome idea," 
sophomore Chris Rutkowski 
said. "There are so many things 
to do for our class and I'm glad 
to be there to help out the sena­
tors." 
"I have been extremely im­
pressed with the organization, 
creativity and dedication of the 
sophomore council in regards 
to the many events they already 
have scheduled," Walsh said. 
"It's refreshing to see such a 
dedicate, motivated and driven 
group of people." 
In the approaching activities 
for the sophomore class there is 
something that fits every per­
sonality and something that ev­
ery sophomore can become in­
volved in. 
"Kim and I had some really 
new and semi-crazy ideas. But 
the sophomore council has con­
tinued to improve on those as 
well as adding many of their 
own," Corrales said. "They are 
a tremendous asset to our class." 
The first event of the semester 
occurred last Friday. It was a 
sophomore dance entitled the 
"Pajama Jammy Jam." 
The event transformed Aro­
mas into a dance club. Sopho­
more Kris Alandy said that he 
had a great time at he dance. "I 
think they should do this more 
often," he said. 
Upcoming events include 
"Wipe Out Graffiti Day" on Oct. 
14, in participation with com­
munity service and the senior 
class. Other events include a 
game show night and a picnic. 
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The VISTA Calendar is a forum for providing information about 
campus and campus-related activities. It's easy! Just submit your 
announcements and/or pictures to the VISTA office, located down­
stairs in the University Center, or call ext. 2409for assistance. 
THIS WEEK 
Walktoberfest 
The San Diego Chapter of the American 
Diabetes Association is on the road to a 
cure at the fourth annual Walktoberfest 
on Sunday, Oct. 1 at 9 a.m., at Lake 
Miramar. The walk is part of a national 
event held on the same day, involving 
more than 100,000 walkers and volun­
teers. The 10K course will start and finish 
at Scripps Ranch High School, 10410 
Treena (near the corner of Scripps Lake 
Drive and Scripps Ranch Boulevard). Re­
freshments will be available. Walkers 
consist of teams of five people or more 
and will be eligible to win prizes. Enter­
tainment will be provided by Sweet Jam. 
Registration will be that day, starting at 8 
a.m. For more information on how to 
participate or sponsor a walker, contact 
the American Diabetes Association at278-
5181. 
USD Friends of the Library 
The USD Friends of the Library is pre­
senting "Concert on the Green" per­
formed by The Feld String Quartet on 
Sunday, Oct. 1 at 3 p.m. The benefit 
concert, followed by a reception, will be 
at La Casa de Campo, Rancho Santa Fe. 
The quartet is composed of members of 
the San Diego Symphony. Admission is 
$15. For directions or further informa­
tion call Laura Nottoli at ext. 4629. 
KNSD Bloodmobile 
The KNSD Bloodmobile will be at USD 
on Wednesday, Oct. 4 from 10 a.m. - 3 
p.m. It will be set up in the University 
Center Forum B. Anyone between the 
ages of 17 and 70, who weighs at least 110 
pounds, and is in good health may be 
eligible to donate. The process of donat­
ing takes under one hour. For more 
information, contact Lynn Stedd at 296-
6393 ext. 237 or Monica Schweidler at 
296-6393 ext. 283. 
Second Annual Chess Tournament 
Alex London, National Life Chess mas­
ter, former state champion of Hawaii and 
Minnesota, and one of the few chess play­
ers to ever beat Bobby Fisher will play 25 
individuals or teams simultaneously on 
Tuesday, Oct. 4 in Aromas at 3 p.m. All 
students, faculty and staff are invited to 
participate. Participants need to sign up 
in Serra 171. Prior to the tournament, the 
film "Searching for Bobby Fisher" willbe 
shown. For more information, contact 
Dr. Jane Friedman at ext. 4015 or Jo Pow­
ers at ext. 4706 from 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
FUTURE EVENTS 
USD Catholic Perspectives Forum 
The Honorable Frank Shakespeare, 
former U.S. Ambassador to the Vatican, 
will be the guest speaker on Thursday, 
Oct. 5 at 7 p.m. in the Manchester Execu­
tive Conference Center Auditorium. He 
will speak on "The United States and the 
Vatican: Observations On Our Diplo­
matic History." Topics include status of 
the Vatican in Washington, areas of agree­
ment and disagreement, the pope as 
World Mediator, and human rights is­
sues. Admission is free. For reserva­
tions, contact Marcia at ext. 4817. 
KidzArtz Festival 
The ninth annual free weekend celebra­
tion of the arts for San Diego school chil­
dren (K through 9) and their families will 
be Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 7 and 8. 
The festival will be from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
and will be held at 12 sites throughout 
Balboa Park. The theme for this year is 
"Words: Written, Sung, Spoken, and 
Unspoken." More than 40 performances 
and hands-on arts workshops in music, 
dance, theatre, art, storytelling and po­
etry with professional artists and per­
formers will be held. Admission is free. 
Free parking is available at Balboa Park 
and at the Balboa Park Naval Hospital. 
The KidzArtz Information Line number 
is 685-7200. 
Easy-to-Learn Israeli Self-Defense 
Classes 
Krav Maga San Diego invites all USD 
students and faculty to the Lawrence 
Family JCC, 4126 Executive Dr., La Jolla, 
for an eight week class in the Krav Maga 
self-defense system starting Sunday, Oct. 
8. Beginning classes are Sundays from 12 
p.m. - 1:25 p.m., and Wednesdays from 
7:30 p.m. - 8:40 p.m. Intermediate classes 
for continuing students follow. 
Classes are informal. They cover street 
situations, weapons defense, fighting tac­
tics, multiple attackers, rape defense, and 
more. No gender or weight difference 
destinctions are necessary. Fees are $89 
for students or JCC members ($9 addi­
tional for non-students or non-JCC mem­
bers). Fliers are available at the JCC. For 
more information, contact Dana Kaplan 
at 682-7090 or Matt Cohen at 457-3030. 
San Diego Public Library 1995 Fall 
Concert Series 
The San Diego Public Library 1995 Fall 
Concert Series will feature Wendy Green, 
mezzo soprano and Stefani Walens, pi­
ano on Sunday, Oct. 8, at 3 p.m. They will 
perform works by Franz Schubert, Rob­
ert Schumann, Gabriel Faure, George 
Bizet, Fanny Mendelssohn-Hensel, Alma 
Mahler and others. The concert will be in 
the Central Library's 3rd floor audito­
rium at 820 E. St. in downtown San Di­
ego. Admission is free. Free and pay 
parking are available. 
The concert is made possible by a do­
nation from Mr. Herbert Feurereisen. For 
more information contact the library's 
Art & Music Dept. at 236-5810. 
Forum on Nuclear Testing 
The second in a series of Symposia on 
International Security will be on Mon­
day, Oct. 9, from 6 p.m. - 9:30 p.m., in the 
Manchester Executive Conference Cen­
ter Auditorium. The program is "Nuclear 
Fuel Cycles and Non-Proliferation." It is 
cosponsored by the USD Graduate Stu­
dent Association in International Rela­
tions and the San Diego World Affairs 
Council. Keynote speakers will be Brian 
Chow, Senior Physical Scientist, RAND, 
David Fischer, former Director of the 
International Atomic Energy Authority, 
and Benoit Morel, Professor of Physics, 
Carnegie Mellon. For more information, 
contact Dr. Randy Willoughby at x4041. 
( B U I L D I N G  
continued from page 3 
as a warehouse. Possible sites for a new 
science building include the Olin park­
ing lot and a sister building to Loma 
Hall. 
According to Brooks, the future sci­
ence building will probably be con-
Ill 
structed within the next five to six years 
and is estimated to cost between $15-30 
million dollars. "We're still in the defini­
tive stages of what would be required," 
he said. 
The interim science building is 6500 
square feet, whereas the present science 
building still reigns in size; somewhere 
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continued from page 4 
year. Almost everyone she's talked to 
about last year's safety phone system 
asked, "Where are they?" she said. 
Knapp conducted her own walk­
through on campus and noted that most 
of the older red emergency phones were 
located inside buildings such as Olin 
which limited their accessibility once the 
buildings were locked up at night. 
Taking these concerns into consider­
ation, the new phones have various im­
provements. They are no longer inside 
buildings and now have a blue flashing 
light on top to make them more notice­
able. 
After looking at the phones used at 
other local campuses such as UCSD and 
SDSU, Public Safety, Physical Plant and 
Telecommunications got together and 
worked on the design for USD's phones. 
They particularly liked the strobing blue 
light and hands-free operation features, 
Johnson said. 
Once the phone is activated, its loca­
tion is instantly displayed in the public 
safety office so that officers can be dis­
patched rapidly and efficienty. 
In addition, the phone cannot be dis­
connected once activated. This allows 
the dispatcher to have continuous con­
tact with the caller until the officer ar­
rives. 
"It's a great thing that they put new 
phones in, but they've still got a long 
way to go to improve safety on campus," 
Knapp said. "More of the new blue 
phones need to be put in especially be­
cause the red phones aren't visible." 
Knapp also hopes to see additional 
phones placed along the tram spots so 
that people can feel safer while they're 
waiting for the tram at night. 
"Everyone feels threatened when 
they're by themselves, regardless of 
what the crime rate on campus may be," 
she said. 
According to Johnson, there are plans 
to replace all the older red phones with 
the new blue ones and to add more 
phones throughout the campus in the 
future. 
The present improvements were 
within their budget for this year. 
EYEONCRIME 
September 20 
6-8:30 p.m. — A vehicle was stolen 
from Marian Way, near the West 
Entrance. The car was recovered the 
next day in National City. 
September 21 
Evening — A non-student male was 
asked to leave campus. He had been 
trespassing as he looked for an old 
girlfriend. 
September 22 
Evening — Four students at a USD 
residence hall were contacted in 
; reference to possession of marijuana. 
September 25 
Afternoon — One vehicle side-
swiped another car in front of Olin 
Hall on Marian Way. There was 
minor damage to both cars. 
READTHEVISTA 
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-Stephen Saban, DETAILS 
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MOST WICKED 
COMEDY IN AGES. 
NICOLE KIDMAN 
IS AS GOOD AS 
SHE IS BEAUTIFUL-
AND THAT'S AS 
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It is her best 
performance." 
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Affirmative action slows social progress 
JOHN BYRNE 
Staff Writer 
California is currently in the middle of 
a social and political revolution. 
Recently, the Regents of the Univer­
sity of California abolished the decades-
old affirmative action policy, which ad­
mitted students to that university system 
on a race-quota basis. 
R, lemoval of affirmative ac­
tion, therefore, would be a 
strong statement that the 
American society truly is a 
merit-based one which allows 
people to prove what they can 
do on their own. 
55 
business, politics, education, housing, 
and other social institutions. 
Today, that position has changed dra­
matically. 
Minority-run businesses are worth bil­
lions to the economy; minorities can as­
sociate freely in our society, limited only 
by their ability; racial and gender dis­
crimination is now generally recognized 
as a ticket to social pariah status. 
first in a two-f art series 
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
There are ballot issues coming up in 
this November's elections which will also 
seek to do away with such established 
state policies as race-based hiring for gov­
ernment contracts and racial-quota pref­
erences for access to state funding. 
Affirmative action, which was once 
the sacred cow of California politics, is 
now being challenged on all fronts. Popu­
lar polls indicate that two-thirds of the 
electorate support abandoning the pro­
grams. If this trend continues, then it is 
likely that by this time next year, most 
affirmative action programs will be ex­
tinct in California. 
Nearly everyone has a strong opinion 
about affirmative action. There is often a 
split along racial lines whether or not the 
United States should continue these pro­
grams. This question, however, has al­
ready been largely decided. 
After a generation of official racial pref­
erences, the system and mentality which 
created it seems to be on the way out. The 
question which we should consider, how­
ever, is what will the American society be 
like without affirmative action? 
Thirty years ago, there was no such 
program. 
The minority preference system which 
we all know today had its origins in the 
1965 Civil Rights Act. This was in re­
sponse to the institutional and popular 
racism of the day. Minorities were typi­
cally excluded from opportunities in 
a — 
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Indeed, the situation has changed so 
far from what it once was that Colin 
Powell is now a presidential candidate 
for the 1996 election. This is a man who, 
just two generations ago, might not have 
been permitted to vote. 
Some would argue that it was affirma­
tive action which helped to create this 
change in society. 
The thinking of this line of reasoning 
goes that affirmative action helped to 
correct institutional racism and sexism, 
that it continues to be a positive force in 
society, and that it is a means of redress 
for historical injustices. 
The first point may be correct; that 
affirmative action helped overcome 
popular reluctance to seeing minority 
members in high positions. It was a 
means to bootstrap groups past the "old 
boy" network that once predominated in 
those positions. 
But this assertion is only partially valid; 
truly capable individuals would likely 
have succeeded over time in any event, 
without any extra advantages. 
United States history is filled with in­
stances of people who succeeded with­
out advantages, and over tremendous 
relative disadvantages. 
The irony is that the existence of af­
firmative action today often draws into 
question the merits of minority individu­
als, whether they were a beneficiary of it 
or not. 
Removal of affirmative action, there­
fore, would be a strong statement that 
the American society truly is a merit-
based one which allows people to prove 
what they can do on their own. 
The idea that affirmative action is a 
means to make up for history is perhaps 
the weakest of all. 
After all, there is not one group or 
nation on earth which has not been the 
victim of another at some point in its 
history. 
If anything, history should teach us 
that preferences given to one group at 
the exclusion of another is the surest way 
to foster resentment. This has certainly 
been the case with affirmative action; 
those who are disadvantaged by it resent 
it tremendously — and that resentment 
alienates huge parts of our society from 
one another. 
If affirmative action is dropped, then, a 
large part of the old resentments which 
initially caused the problems would likely 
disappear as well. 
Times change, and it is pointless to 
drag up past grievances if Americans 
wish to move forward. 
America, after all, is about progress, 
for everyone, without preference to any­
one. 
If we look at the affirmative action 
programs as a historical experiment 
which might once have had its place in 
an unfair society, we can also reasonably 
see that the society has now changed, 
and that place has disappeared. 
Progress for American society might 
very well depend on it. 
The VISTA wants your response 
to affirmative action. 
Write a letter to the editor and let us know 
how you feel. All letters must be signed, and 
include a telephone number and USD ID 
number for verification purposes. Names 
may be withheld upon request. Please keep 
letters less than one page, double-spaced. The 
VISTA reserves the right to edit for length 
and clarity. 
Letters may be mailed, hand-delivered or 
sent by e-mail. Address letters to the USD 
VISTA attn. Letters to the Editor; 5998 
Alcala Park; San Diego, CA 92110-2492. 
Hand-delivered letters should be brought to 
the VISTA office, located at the University 
Center, 114b. Send e-mail to 
vista@pwa.acusd.edu. 
The deadline for letters to be printed in the 
next issue is Sunday at noon. 
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Censorship debate involves making sense of reponsibility 
JOEY SANTOS 
Editor-in-Chief 
The question of censorship is con­
stantly raised when talking about the 
press, especially at the university level. 
The First Amendment of the Constitu­
tion is quoted, invoked and often used 
as a shield to protect student reporters 
learning the nuances of their craft — 
the constructing of objective news sto­
ries that provoke, question and en­
lighten its readers. 
Censorship is a reality in college 
publications. Unfortunately, the hal­
lowed First Amendment is not fairly 
represented by most university sys­
tems or even understood by the gen­
eral public. 
This is definitely a big problem. But 
an even bigger problem exists within 
most university newspapers. 
The real college censorship debate 
starts with the student reporter and 
the responsibilities an editorial staff 
has to its publication. 
If a student-run staff can not police 
itself with integrity and is rebuked by 
a governing body, it shouldn't use the 
First Amendment to validate its mis­
takes. 
The VISTA has been lucky the past few 
years. Censorship hasn't been an issue 
since the VISTA gained autonomy from 
AS in 1991. 
The publications board and the 
VISTA's advisors have never in my two 
years here blatantly censored the content 
of the newspaper. 
There have been a few circumstances 
in which faculty have "advised" edito­
rial staffs of past and present not to print 
an article, but the decision to actually run 
a story is ultimately made by the Editor 
in Chief. 
At times, this can be an enormous re­
sponsibility. 
One has to take into consideration 
many aspects of deciding not to run an 
article if he or she is advised not to. 
The writer of the article is generally the 
first concern. The amount of work he or 
she put into the article is a definite factor 
in trying to decide whether or not to print 
an article tagged as "offensive." 
The editor must decide whether the 
work is responsible and conducive to the 
image of the paper as a whole before 
concluding to remove the article. 
One has to consider whether printing 
an article that some people deem "offen­
sive" is worth jeopardizing the paper's 
credibility. 
The editor has to step back from the 
situation and decide "is this really 'offen­
sive' or is it merely provocative?" 
Finally, there is the First Amendment 
question to deal with. If a governing 
body strongly "advises" an editor to re­
move something from a publication, does 
that automatically imply they are cen­
soring the newspaper? Or are the paper's 
advisors merely doing their jobs? Are the 
advisors trying to protect the paper or 
their own public image? 
Last week was the first time the thought 
of censorship at the VISTA had crossed 
my mind. The editorial staff was advised 
not to run the "Top 7" included in the 
Sep. 21 issue. 
Granted, the "offensive" article in ques­
tion was a "Top 7" in the Offbeat humor 
section and not a groundbreaking news 
story. 
But the fact that the VISTA was ad­
vised not to run the article in question 
made me think deeply about what "au­
tonomy" and "censorship" really are. 
The initial reaction I felt was frustra­
tion. It's easier to fall on the crutch of the 
First Amendment — to say, "Hey we 
need to run everything because it is our 
First Amendment right" rather than real­
ize your own mistakes. 
I eventually reconciled these emo­
tions and realized that to even bring up 
Freedom of the Press or Freedom of 
Speech was sophomoric and irrespon­
sible. 
The fact that the VISTA's advisors 
needed to point something out to me 
that might be considered "offensive" 
illustrated to me that I wasn't living up 
to my responsibility as Editor in Chief. 
I apologize to the Offbeat editors 
about how last week's "Top 7" situa­
tion was handled. 
It's been a long time since the VISTA 
has had a humor section that was actu­
ally funny and it's a pleasure to see this 
year's Offbeat staff grow in their satiric 
wit. 
I further apologize to the readers of 
the VISTA for depriving them of one of 
the most popular features in the news­
paper. 
It is naive to believe the VISTA will 
never offend anybody. 
But it is even more naive to believe 
the paper has the right to say or do 
anything it pleases just because it is 
autonomous. 
Censorship wasn't the issue, respon­
sibility was. 
Is Colin Powell a good choice for America? 
ZOLTAN GARDALITY 
Special to the VISTA 
Since retired General Colin 
Powell announced his book tour 
and hinted at the possibility of 
his entry into the presidential 
fZl I CCT w VJ EL I 
COLUMN 
election race, Powell-mania has 
pervaded the national news 
media. 
There is hardly a news broad­
cast on TV in which we don't 
hear about Colin Powell's new 
book and his possible entry into 
the '96 election race. 
The possibility of his candi­
dacy has raised an important 
question to all Americans. Is he 
the person to save the United 
States? 
I don't question his military 
leadership abilities, his integrity 
nor patriotism, but these at­
tributes are not enough to qualify 
him for the Presidency for sev­
eral reasons. 
Public opinion polls show the 
retired general is regarded more 
favorably than most of the can­
didates. Why is the public so 
supportive? Because Americans 
don't know anything about his 
views on major issues. 
All voters know about him is 
that he is a quality person who 
served his country. There are 
many issues that sharply divide 
the American people, such as 
welfare reform, Medicare and 
tax reform. As long as General 
Powell does not reveal his views 
about these issues, the public 
will view him positively. 
Another major question about 
the retired general is whether he 
would run as a Republican, a 
Democrat or as an Independent. 
Because he is the only candi­
date running who does not be­
long to the political establish­
ment in Washington, he could 
rim as an Independent and gain 
support from a number of vot­
ers who are disgusted with the 
political system. But this would 
not be enough to give Powell a 
realistic chance to win the Presi­
dency. 
Unfortunately, many people 
think that if an outsider were 
elected for President, the prob­
lems the nation is facing would 
be solved. 
Would there be an end to 
moral decay? Would crime de­
crease? What about education 
reform and many other things 
that need serious reform? Would 
all those problems be solved if 
we simply elected Colin Powell? 
America needs a strong leader 
with great convictions who can 
make a positive change. 
There is no indication that 
Colin Powell, who has never run 
for office and about whom 
Americans know almost noth­
ing, can carry out that change. 
Editor's note: the Debating 
Society is sponsoring two articles 
in the VISTA. This article is the 
first on the Colin Powell 
candidacy for president. 
'1 want you to 
write for me!" 
—Mel Brooks 
VISTA Editor in chief 
LIFESTYLE 
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M.HARKSEN 
Staff Writer and Lifestyle Editor 
For those of you who like 
baggy and saggy, you and your 
wardrobe are in for a big sur­
prise. The huge jean and sloppy 
look is about to do a 180 degree 
turn. It's not to say that loose 
fitting styles are gone for good, 
but the styles are simply clean­
ing up. 
John Kerr, sales associate for 
Pacific Drive, said that the new 
trends for skaters will have a 
"clean cut, almost yuppie look. 
Skaters will wear their hair 
shorter and have less baggy 
shorts and pants." 
Of course we all want to be 
comfortable, trendy or not, 
which is why "the pants will 
still be baggy in the crotch but 
the waist will only be two sizes 
too big," Kerr said. 
There is also going to be a 
professional sports affiliation as 
skate boarding is becoming more 
and more recognized as a sport 
rather than a leisure activity. 
Big name shoe companies are 
starting to pay attention to skate­
boarding and realize that skat­
ers are constantly going through 
shoes. In a few months, skate 
shoes from companies such as 
Nike, Adidas, Converse and 
Reebok will be seen on the 
shelves of most skate shops. 
Football and basketball logos 
will heavily influence the skate 
wardrobe. 
"For a long time skaters didn't 
want to be associated with jocks, 
but now it's okay," Kerr said. 
Surfer clothing trends are 
changing as well. There will be 
an emphasis on polo style shirts 
and preppy and Ivy League 
looks will be on the market. 
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA 
(Both photos) Upcoming trends for skaters, surfers, snowboarders and ravers embody the idea that clean is better. 
Chino pants and men's golf 
pants are taking over the baggy 
jeans. Corduroy is a hot item for 
casual and dress looks. 
According to R.L., a sales as­
sociate for 540 surf shop, "It's 
not the surfers and skaters who 
are influencing the designers but 
the clothing companies are push­
ing these looks. The 'retro' look 
is dying out in most of the up­
coming trends." 
Don't worry ladies, you 
haven't been left out. The boy 
look will still be heavily empha­
sized. Rusty will be joining 
Quicksilver and Lassen as they 
will start their own line of girl 
surf clothes. 
Snowboarders are sticking 
with the baggy pants, but they 
are also cleaning up their image. 
Type A and Plan B clothing lines 
are a growing necessity. 
Brian Freeland, sales associ­
ate for Pacific Drive said that the 
Kool-Aid dyed hair look will 
soon be gone. "They gave real 
snowboarders a dumb image," 
Freeland said. 
For ravers, what is hot right 
now is oriental print, but An­
drea Westinghouse, sales asso­
ciate at Behind the Post Office 
said that this trend has almost 
had it. "Altogether the look is 
feminine with lots of bright col­
ors," Westinghouse said. 
Males don't have to be left out 
of this current trend because 
"guys are wearingbabybarrettes 
and hoops in both ears," 
Westinghouse said. 
In addition to these looks the 
graffiti and tagger trends are go­
ing to catch on as well.With all 
of these new trends coming and 
going, it can get confusing. 
Even though you hear what's 
hot and what's not, it is impor­
tant to stay true to your own 
image. So don't throw out your 
old Reef sandals, surf trunks or 
baggy pants yet. And whether 
or not you like baby barrettes in 
your hair is completely up to 
you. 
Just remember that every 
couple of months the styles 
change completely. So there's 
no need getting a new wardrobe 
immediately. You never know 
if yesterday's nots will be 
tomorrow's hots. 
to mo crow's U SKATEP 
Say  
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golf & chino 
pants 
corduroy for 
casual & dress 
the Ivy league 
look 
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# baggy pants 
stay 
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image 
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• prints from the 
Orient • baby barrettes 
for guys • an array of 
bright colors 
• graffitti and 
tagger image 
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by Geoff Cunningham 
Enjoy the process of making your mark, not the end result 
Way back in 1913, a Russian artist 
named Kasimir Malevich began a se­
ries of paintings based on a simple idea. 
The idea was strong enough to start an 
entire movement of art, but unfortu­
nately it was lost in a constant surge of 
technological events before it could be 
applied to anyone's life. 
Now Kaimir was an intelligent man 
and a very skilled artist. He enjoyed his 
work to the fullest. But there were 
many, as often is the case, who didn't 
understand or like his work at all. Many 
thought it was ugly, boring or absurd. 
And why not? After all, the man painted 
squares. 
Yes, it's true. Just squares. Not only 
did he paint them, he drew them too. 
Sometimes black, sometimes white, but 
just squares. Yes, of course there's more 
to that than that. But let's rewind. 
Kas believed that art, as is true, was the 
process involved in creation. He also 
believed that this creative process has 
been lost somewhere in a pool of fear, 
competition and anxiety. 
People had become so concerned with 
the final result of their artwork that they 
lost all freedom in the creative process. 
In other words, artists were putting so 
much worry in to the final result that 
they weren't having fun anymore. 
So Kas did the smart thing — he elimi­
nated the result. He took a canvas and a 
brush loaded with black paint and began 
to put lines down. Short lines, long lines, 
squiggly lines, and any line he wanted to 
make. 
He just kept filling the canvas with 
lines while having fun and enjoying his 
work. After a while — sometimes a long 
while, the white of the canvas would 
disappear — leaving, as he already knew 
it would, a black square. 
It was not the agony and the ectasy of 
Michelangelo's Sistene Chapel, nor was 
it Van Gogh holding his ear in a crazed fit 
of loaded brush strokes. It was a black 
square on white canvas. 
And once again, for Malevich, art was 
a process. 
It wasn't quitting for fear of failure. It 
wasn't struggling forward in competi­
tion. It wasn't anxiety to make it look 
perfect. It was Malevich's process. 
Process people, process. The art of 
doing something. Everything is a pro­
cess: art, school, jobs, family, driving, 
cooking, walking. But we've forgotten 
that, and we've begun to look only at 
the fleeting end result. 
Life is a lot like Malevich's squares. 
It's a process. Like Kas, we know the 
end result already. It's death. 
Studies show that the leading cause 
of death in every living species is life. 
The end is a big black square, so 
enjoy making your mark. And don't 
be too quick to criticise someone else's 
black box, because it's their process, 
not yours. 
Change your mind. 
Cyberspace transforms college life 
Getting wired becomes a necessity for students across nation 
College Press Service 
With a few computer key­
strokes, Dartmouth College se­
nior Kisha Teaney can sign up 
for class, scout the cafeteria 
menu, scan a student-written en­
vironment journal and sail an 
organic chemistry paper to her 
professor in the middle of the 
night. 
Four years ago, Teaney con­
sidered herself "pretty computer 
illiterate." 
Today she navigates 
cyberspace as a way of life, fre­
quently using a campus elec­
tronic mail system called 
blitzmail to keep tabs on friends, 
even twin brother Derek at Yale 
University. 
Instead of checking her an­
swering machine messages, 
Teaney is more apt to check her 
e-mail — something she can 
even do from computers in the 
dining hall, library and else­
where. 
Teaney is wired, totally, and 
she is not alone. 
Few places are so plugged into 
information technology as col­
lege campuses, which are inten­
sifying efforts to become fully 
networked in wake of the 
Internet's explosive growth. 
In turn, this information tech­
nology is reshaping campus life 
for more than 14 million college 
students nationwide. 
On many campuses, instead 
of dropping by during office 
hours, students are e-mailing 
professors with questions. 
Academic research once com­
pleted in the library is now ham­
mered out in a computer lab. 
In some cases, students are 
bypassing the classroom entirely 
and taking classes — indeed 
earning entire degrees—via the 
Internet, a global system of net­
worked computers. 
Dartmouth was the first Ivy 
League school, and one of the 
few schools of any kind, to re­
quire incoming freshmen to own 
a computer. 
In a policy launched in 1991, 
ning 1000 or times faster than 
Ethernet and offer full-motion 
video, audio and data at the same 
time over one line. 
As students, professors and 
college staff become increasingly 
dependent on computer net­
works, the educational process 
is being transformed as well. 
Virgina Pett, a professor of 
chemistry at The College of 
Wooster believes that electronic 
Dartmouth's goal was to con­
nect the entire campus electroni­
cally while making it more af­
fordable for students to buy the 
equipment. 
Last fall, 833 of the 1,050 in­
coming freshmen ordered the 
Macintosh PC recommended by 
Dartmouth's computer resource 
center. 
Now every dorm room at 
Dartmouth is wired for comput-
u 
It's particularly useful for people who can't get to 
the classroom, are dissabled or in the military, live 
too far from campus to commute, or whose work 
schedules would interfere. 
GEORGE TESCHNER , 
Philosphy Department chairman at 
Christopher Newport University 
- 55 
ers, providing students access 
to campus wide Blitzmail, elec­
tronic bulletin boards and the 
Internet. Most Dartmouth stu­
dents avoid buying laser print­
ers because of the added ex­
pense. Instead they can link up 
their PCs to one of 10 printers in 
the resource center. 
Students then can pick up their 
printouts enroute to class after 
the printouts have been stapled 
and filed alphabetically by the 
computers user's last name. 
At the University of Michi­
gan, an Ethernet (using its own 
cable instead of phone lines and 
modems) was installed through­
out much of the campus. 
Students don't have to go near 
an office to register for classes, 
drop or add courses, or access 
their student accounts. 
While Ethernet is fast, other 
colleges are moving toward even 
higher-speed connections in an­
ticipation of a demand to send 
video signals via computer. 
Cornell University aims to 
plug its campus network into a 
ultra-high speed network run­
discussions encourage more 
widespread discussions. 
"I think students are more 
motivated to express their ideas 
well when they know their peers 
are reading them," she said. 
Pett decided to use campus 
bulletin boards as a way of pro­
viding an active, written discus­
sion among members taking her 
freshmen seminar designed to 
jump start college-level critical 
thinking. "I also though it would 
be fun," she said. 
Several of Pett's colleagues 
agreed and also have been ac­
tive on the bulletin board, giv­
ing assignments, posing ques­
tions and taking part in the dis­
cussions. 
Don Jacobs, a physics profes­
sor whose class used cyberspace 
to argue about Rachel Carson's 
book "Silent Spring," saw the 
bulletin board as a way to give 
"quiet" students a voice in dis­
cussion. 
"It's been the most exciting 
year in my 24 years at the Uni­
versity of Minnesota," said 
Chancellor Donald Sargeant, re­
ferring to a plan that now pro­
vides all the college's 850 full-
time students with mobile note-
book computers (IBM 
ThinkPads 350s). 
Weighing less than six 
pounds, the computers come 
equipped with 486 microproces­
sors, word processing software 
and LAN/Internet access. 
"We decided the computer 
would be integrated into every 
course, and the new tool is dras­
tically changing not only how 
we teach but what we teach," he 
said. "All our students are re­
quired to take an information 
management systems course to 
learn to use their new personal 
laptop computer. 
Sessions include lessons on 
spreadsheets, financial manage­
ment, using ThinkPad to access 
libraries and the Internet, and 
intense use of all the pre-loaded 
notebook's capabilities." 
Each student pays a $235 tech­
nology access fee per quarter 
that covers the computer and 
pre-loaded software, network 
access, printers, Internet access 
and software. The laptops can 
be purchases for a fee at any 
time. 
"The general feeling is that 
students are learning better, and 
we're beginning to collect data 
to support this," Sargeant said. 
So what's next? Online cam­
puses? 
For the first time last fall, 
Christopher Newport Univer­
sity students were able to begin 
studies for a bachelor's degree 
in government administration— 
without setting a foot in a class­
room. 
Through the university's 
Online program, students can 
complete their course work via 
a computer network, communi­
cating from anywhere in the 
world with teachers anywhere 
in the world. 
Online was created with a spe­
cial Virginia General Assembly 
appropriation of $390,000 for 
what's to be a two-year state 
pilot program. 
While any course for degree 
credit can be taken through 
Online, students may attend 
classes for some or all of them. 
"It's particularly useful for 
people who can't get to the class­
room, are disabled or in the mili­
tary, live too far from campus to 
commute, or whose work sched­
ules would interfere," said 
Christopher Newport's philoso­
phy department chairman 
George Teschner. 
Teschner used computer net­
working in some of his courses 
for four years before originating 
Online. "From the taxpayers' 
viewpoint, it cuts costs," he said. 
"You don't have to build so 
many dorms or classrooms." 
Teschner explained that the 
system is linked to the Internet, 
allowing students and teachers 
with access to computers, mo­
dems and telephone lines to par­
ticipate from anywhere. 
"Participants can leave or re­
ceive messages and course as­
signments at any time, day or 
night," he said. They can be at 
home or in an office. They don't 
have to ever be on campus once 
they've been admitted as stu­
dents." 
With the network, instructors 
and students can coordinate 
their teaching as a team, adds 
Harvey Williams, chairman of 
Christopher Newport's depart­
ment of government and public 
affairs. 
Williams emphasizes that the 
program is best suited for more 
mature, self-motivated students. 
Online tuition for a cyberspace 
degree is the same as for on-
campus classes for now—about 
$130 per semester hour. 
However, Christopher New­
port may offer a 10 percent re­
duction within a year or two, 
Williams said. 
Though some may feel that 
the computerized culture is 
moving to fast, it is becoming 
more and more of a necessity for 
colleges to rush to get wired and 
to prepare their graduates for a 
wired world. 
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\ If you could take revenge on anybody with 
out getting caught, what would you do? 
To the girl whoforgot she 
was my friend once she 
got a boyfriend, I would 
run her dirtiest pair of 
underwear up the flag­
pole. 
SARAH CHANEY > 
I would give Howard 
Stern a glass of beer, 
only it wouldn't be beer. 
< RAUL NIEBISCH 
To the three girls in high 
school I couldn't stand, I 
would tie them to a chair 
and let them starve for a 
week. 
CANDY SILVA 
I'd get them real drunk 
and Saran-Wrap their 
toilet seats. 
< GREGG FOSTER 
I'd call them every night 
and talk at length about 
monster trucks and trac­
tor pulls. Especially the 
grave digger. 
MIKE SMITH > 
VOICESOFUSD photos by Veronica Valdiva 
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OFF BEAT 
We don't swim in your toilet, don't pee in our pool 
On a serious note, we would like to ask a small 
favor of our devoted readers. Our country runs 
on a democracy and in order for the politicians 
to do their job they need input from We, the 
People. Similarily, Off Beat needs imput from 
its readers. If you have a problem or are of­
fended with something you read, we offer two 
suggestions. First, lighten up and get a sense of 
humor. If this does not work, write us, call us, 
or stalk us to let us know before running to our 
advisors. 
Thanks. DAVE, adena and shannon 
QUOTE OVERHEARD IN THE UC 
"Oh my God, You're so stoked. 
You got another 'Stussy' sticker 
for your Beamer!" 
MEET MR. CENSOR 
We'd like to introduce you to Mr. Censor. He hates nudity, 
lewd comments and all references to sex. We'll bring him 
around from time to time to remind us to keep our minds 
out of the gutter. Mr. Censor, to celebrate his creation, 
went to view "Showgirls," his first NC-17 movie this 
weekend. His opinion was that the movie was a disgusting 
display of indecent behavior. He only hopes that the next 
time Elizabeth Berkely bares all is when she is in a dark 
bedroom with her husband. 
Take me out to the ball game 
DAVE 
Off Beat Editor 
What is it about men that they must constantly compare sex to baseball? I, personally, can see no visible 
connection. I mean, let's look at the facts. One is routinely performed in the bedroom, the other on a playing 
field. One you're naked, the other you're wearing a uniform. One you use a stick and balls, the other — okay, 
let's keep our minds out of the gutter (keep in mind what happened to last week's "Top 7"). 
To understand this anomaly more completely, let us move to specifics. We see that the dominant factors in 
this all too frequently used analogy are the bases. My first question, then, is what does it mean to "make it to 
first?" This, in my opinion, is by far the most notoriously ambiguous of the four bases. Is "getting to first" a 
hug, a kiss good night, or a kiss and a little glandular navigation by the five-fingered explorers. I know for me, 
personally, "getting to first" is a kiss good night without a slap, a scream, or a phone call to 911. 
Moving on to second. This, too, is a very tricky base. Here most men can mean anything from the afore 
mentioned trip to the Rockies to a little jaunt down South. (I'm trying my God awful best to retain a "G" rating 
here and to be as nonsexist as possible. Bear with me.) Again I'll use myself as a point of reference. For me, 
and believe me — it takes a lot to admit this — second base can be anywhere from a tongue kiss at the door to 
actually being invited into my date's apartment (the latter has only occurred once to date, for the purpose of 
moving furniture and replacing an empty Sparkletts bottle). 
Now we come to third. With third base, there is definitely a little more certainty. It is generally agreed that 
"getting to third" is — to use a popular colloquialism — "everything but sex," or, as some like to put it, 
"everything but." I have never even come within a telescope's view of third base, disregarding birth. 
Finally we come to the proverbial home base. Here we can all comfortably say that "getting to home" or 
"sliding into home" means nothing short of sex. The old romp in the sack. The Wild Thing. The Big Daddy 
of the bases. I once tried to "slide into home," but sadly came to an impasse when I found that I was only carrying 
twenty dollars. 
Overall, this analysis falls sadly short of explaining why sex is so often compared to baseball. With such 
ambiguity as to what it even means to reach the first two bases, and with no clear explanation as to why sex and 
baseball ever came to be associated in the first place, I see no sufficient reason to keep up this nonsense. 
However, in conclusion I would like to employ a favorite little adage of mine that might be construed as being 
related to the sport of baseball: No glove, no love. 
LANCHO AND PUKE 
TOP'T' 
REASONS WHY THE TOP 7 
WAS CENSORED LAST WEEK 
7. Because we wanted 
to focus on nothing but 
Sex, Sex and More Sex. 
6. Because many indi­
viduals without senses 
of humor came to us 
with tears in their eyes, 
complaining of their 
wounded inner child 
(and there are enough . 
wounded children in the 
world). 
5. Because censorship 
is good, clean fun. 
4. Because USD ad­
ministrators advise 
against talk of bestiality 
(we like to say, "Hey, 
different strokes for 
different folks"). 
3. Because 2 Live Crew 
co-wrote it. 
2. Because it went 
directly to the shelves of 
the "F" Street Bookstore 
in downtown San Diego 
and is available for view­
ing with picture ID. 
1. Because no one at 
USD practices premari­
tal sex and is offended 
at the mere mention of 
it. 
BY JON EVEREST 
Aid Office. 












• Citibank Federal PLUS Loan 
(for parents of dependent students only) 
• Citibank Graduate 
Loan Program 
(for graduate students of all disciplines 
- please indicate your field of study) 
MAIL THIS COUPON TO: 
Citibank (NYS) 
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation 
P.O. Box 22948 
Rochester, NY 14692-2948 
OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for 
Operator 274. 
Telephone. 
Social Security # 
You are currently: Dan undergraduate student • a graduate student 
Year of graduation 
If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing: 
• Business (MBA) • Medicine (allopathic and osteopathic studies) 
CI Engineering LJ Nursing 
OM-"1——•"» CITIBANKS 
VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com/HO/vitlage/Citibank/CSLC.html 
o
Code 275 
You can count 
on Citibank 
for the best in 
college financing 
before and after 
graduation. We 




That means after 
graduation, you 
can find a place 
to work and a 
student loan 
payment that 
works for you. 
To get the student 
loan financing 
you need now and 
the repayment 
options you may 
need later, call 
Citibank at 
1-800-692-8200 
and ask for 
Operator 274, 
send in the coupon 
below, or visit your 
school's Financial 
PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR 
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS: 
• Citibank Federal 
Stafford Loan 
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Write for the VISTA 
If you can read this, 
you don't need glasses 
ALCAI^C 
Custom 
T-5hirts • Sweats • 
Shorts • Specialty Items 
496-3324 
Serving the USD community since 1985. 
50 Off Yogurt 
Buy a medium, or larger Rockie's Frozen Yogurt 














Mesa College Square 
Mesa College Drive & Linda Vista Road 
268-0991 
Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per customer. Expires 10/15/95 
w 
University of San Diego 
The University of San Diego Catholic Perspectives Forum 
HONORABLE FRANK SHAKESPEARE 
FORMER U.S. AMBASSADOR, THE HOLY SEE (VATICAN) 
will speak on 
The United States and the Vatican: 
Observations On Our 
Diplomatic History 
Thursday, October 5, 7:00 p.m. 
Manchester Executive Conference Center Auditorium 
Admission is Free of Charge and Open to the Public 
Reservations requested; please contact Marcia at 260-4817. 
X] 
P R I N C I P L E S  o f  S O U N D  R E T I R E M E N T  I N V E S T I N G  
< ..Vk'ti* 





For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred 
annuities designed to help build additional assets —money that 
can help make the difference between living and living well 
after your working years are over. 
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary 
on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so 
you start saving on taxes right away. What's more, any 
earnings on your SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive 
them as income. That can make a big difference in how painful 
your tax bill is every year. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.81 
As the nation's largest retirement system, we offer a wide 
range of allocation choices—from TIAA's traditional annuity, 
with its guarantees of principal and interest, to the seven 
diversified investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity. 
What's more, our expenses are veiy low,0 which means more of 
your money goes toward improving your future financial health. 
To find out more, call our planning specialists at 
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA information 
kit, plus a free slide-calculator that shows you how much SRAs 
can lower your taxes. 
Call today—it couldn't hurt. 
"Standard c3Poor'j Iruuranct Rating Analyju, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., lApprr-Dirtctorj 'AnalyticalData, 1995 (Quarterly). 
.EF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information, including char 
and expenses, call 1 800-842-2733, ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. 
"7 2 
^ 12 Morena Blvd. 1 COUPON f TAKE-OUT™^ 
at Buenos 276-0758 
SHOP 7 DAYS A WEEK TACO^ 
6 ROLLED f TACOS 1 BIGGEST BURRITO 










University of (San Diego 
Experienced Faculty 
• Lecture Courses 
• In-Class Practice Exams 
• You Score in Top 25% or 
Take Next Course Free 
Test Preparation Courses 
Serra Hall 316, Alcala Park, 














'fats are each way from San Oego andtar Los Angeles based an a roundtiip puchase. 
Taxes not included and nestncDons apply: Call for other *ok*A«de destinations 
Around-the-World fares from $1,2991 
Call Debby at 270-9211 
Council Travel 
IN PACIFIC BEACH 
953 Garnet Ave. 
San Diego, CA 92109 
DOWNTOWN 
743 Fourth Ave. 
San Diego, CA 92101 
270-6401 
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AROUNDTHEHORN 
A wrap-up of this week's 
sporting events at USD 
Women's soccer 
Junior foward, Michelle Kenedy, 
was named the WCC Offensive 
Player of the Week. Kenedy scored 
two crucial assists in the Toreros 3-1 
win over Santa Clara. Kenedy is 
USD's all time leading scorer. The 
points were the first of the season. 
The Toreros play Loyola 
Marymount at Torero Stadium on 
Friday, Sept. 29 at 7 p.m. USD is 1-
1 in conference play. 
Women's Volleyball 
In the last week's action, the USD 
Women's Volleyball team completed 
a two-game sweep of the two Cal 
State Teams. The team earned vic­
tories over Cal State Fullerton, 3-0, 
and over Cal State Northridge, 3-2. 
In the game against Fullerton, USD 
was led by sophomores, Sara 
Gunsaulus and LaManda Mounts. 
Together they had 25 kills and 60 
assists, which were about half of the 
team's total. USD ended up sweep­
ing the match, 3-0. 
In the second game, on Friday, 
USD came from behind to salvage a 
3-2 victory over CalState Northridge. 
Men's Soccer 
USD Men's Soccer found success 
on the road last week while playing 
in the Santa Barbara Shootoutat U.C. 
Santa Barbara. They ended up win­
ning both of their games, beating 
U.C. Berkeley, 3-0 and Stanford, 3-1. 
In the game against Berkeley, the 
Toreros were led by freshman 
foward Levi Parker, who had a goal 
and an assist. The other two USD 
goals were made by Stefan 
Martinsen and David Gibbs. 
In the game against Stanford, USD 
found things to be a bit tougher, as 
Stanford drew the first blood with a 
goal in the 19th minute of the first 
half. But one of the two goals scored 
by USD's Lafe Vittitoe tied the game 
up late in the first half and his sec­
ond goal early in the second would 
put USD ahead for good. Vittitoe 
finished the game with two goals 
and one assist. Levi Parker scored 
the Toreros' final goal. 
After the two recent victories, USD 
improved their overall record to 5-
1-1 and in the process they retained 
their position in the top twenty of 
the NCAA Poll. 
COMING UP: 
Friday, Sept 29 
Women's Soccer vs. Loyola 
Marymount in thestadium at 7p.m. 
Women's Volleyball vs. Santa 
Clara at 7 p.m. in the sports center. 
Saturday, Sept 30 
Football at Valparaiso. 
Women's Volleyball vs. St. Mary's 
in the sports center at 7 p.m. 
Cross Country at Pepperdine vs. 
use. 
Rebuilding in plan for Tennis 
HECTOR ROBERTS 
Photo Editor 
Sometimes you just can't see 
the drop shot coming. After go­
ing 20-8 and upsetting high-
ranked University of Arizona and 
UNLV in the NCAA regional tour­
nament last season, the USD men's 
tennis team has entered a rebuild­
ing stage. 
After losing the no. 4 seed and 
doubles anchor James Conda and 
the no. 1 player on the team Bobby 
Hrdina to transfers, the team was 
left with very little depth. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
The program also graduated 
three players: J.J. Shobar, Mark 
Huarte and Jeff Greenhut. Shobar 
and Huarte were regulars in the 
line up and chalked up a lot of 
wins during their careers at USD. 
"J.J. was a fighter," Collins said, 
"he was always ready to play and 
always played a big match." 
Players like Shobar and Huarte 
carried the team emotionally, and 
such leadership is hard to replace. 
"Mark was a winner, in singles 
and doubles," Collins said. 
This leaves only four returners 
from last year's team, and only 
two have played in the singles 
line up regularly. 
Senior Emmanuel Udozorh is 
coming off an impressive perfor-
see TENNIS on page 16 
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA 
Ryan Lutz, about to hit a forehand, is part of the team's rebuilding effort. 
Football wins one on the road 
BRIAN STEVENS 
Staff Writer 
The USD football team traveled to 
Thousand Oaks to play California 
Lutheran University last Saturday, hold­
ing off a fourth-quarter rally to beat Cal 
Lutheran, 28-21, earning their first vic­
tory of the season. 
USD got on the board first when early 
USD 28, CLU 21 
Key Player: Evan Hlavack; 167 all-
purpose yards, 1 TD, and two key 
third down receptions 
Game Highlights: Hlavaceck's 95-
yard TD kick off return in the 
second quarter that put the 
Toreros up 14-7. 
in the second quarter when quarterback 
John Khamis completed a 15-yard touch­
down pass to Duncan Hardy. 
The ten-play drive was highlighted by 
senior, Mike Tanghe's 36-yard reception 
that put the Toreros in scoring position. 
The play of the day happened late in 
the first half. With the score tied 7-7. 
Junior Evan Hlavaceck returned a kick 
off 95-yards, shaking off three tacklers on 
his way to the end zone. 
In the third quarter, the Toreros drove 
the ball 70 yards in eleven plays, capping 
it off with a 21-yard play-action pass 
from Jim Beck to Hardy. Both of the 
junior tight end receptions were for touch­
downs. 
The most surprising play of the day 
happened minutes later when defensive 
lineman Buddy Brown intercepted a de­
flected Kingsman pass and rambled two 
yards for another USD touchdown. The 
interception was made possible by jun­
ior Jeb Dougherty, who demolished the 
quarterback as the ball was thrown. 
The game was presumably out of reach 
as USD held a 28-7 lead going into the 
fourth quarter. The Kingsman rallied 
back in the final 15 minutes to score 2 
touchdowns. 
The game came down to the wire when 
the Kingsman, down by seven, were on 
USD's 32-yard line with 13 seconds left. 
The Torero defense preserved the vic­
tory as Cal Lutheran's last two passes fell 
incomplete. 
Close games have not been a rarity 
when these two teams play each other. 
Each of the last four contests have been 
decided by fewer than seven points. 
USD's offense totaled 264 yards, aver­
aging 4 yards per play. The rushing 
attack was led by sophomore, Jared Keo, 
who grinded out 105 yards on 30 carries. 
Junior quarterbacks, Jim Beck and John 
Khamis, combined on eight of 10 passes 
for 125 yards and two touchdowns. 
Senior linebacker, Kurtis Demers, led 
the Torero defense with nine tackles. Se­
nior defensive back, Shaun Grove, had 7 
tackles, four of them solo, and a quarter­
back pressure. 
The defense dominated against the 
rush, holding Cal Lutheran to 73 yards 
on the ground and limiting them to only 
4 of 16 third down conversions. 
"Everybody gave a 100 percent effort 
out there. The offense stepped up and the 
defense continued to dominate, along 
with an outstanding special teams per­
formance," said Evan Hlavacek, junior 
halfback. 
USD will be looking for their first PFL 
victory this weekend against the Univer­
sity of Valpraiso, in Indiana. The next 
home game will be against Wagner Col­
lege on family weekend. 
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MIKE LIVINGSTON/VISTA 
Sophomore Brandy Heartburg moves forward to score points for the women's team. 
Despite thin numbers, 
Toreros run weil 
MICHAEL LIVINGSTON 
Staff Writer 
At the University of Califor­
nia at Riverside this weekend, 
the men and women's cross 
country teams took to the course 
with hundreds of other runners 
Key Runners: Brian 
Holmes (26:41 for 8K) 
and Michelle Cox (19:03 
for 5K) 
from community colleges to 
four-year universities and even 
some sponsored non-collegiate 
teams. 
The men's team tied with UCI 
for second place in Division 1 
competition, while the women 
placed 6 out of 8 teams. 
Leading the Toreros in a field 
of 175 runners (22 teams) was 
Brian Holmes with a finishing 
time of 26:14 for the 8K race 
making him 14th overall and 2nd 
in Div. I. 
Right behind Holmes was Ola 
Knuttson with a time of 26:18. 
Coach Cota said, "We were a 
little thin in numbers, but Brian 
and Ola ran big." 
Mats Aaman scored third for 
the team in 27:32. Andy Martin 
and James Phelan finished up 
for the Toreros in 29:04 and 29:07 
respectively. 
With runners Dave Mullins 
and Rob Pick injured and fresh­
men Israel Magneson still ineli­
gible Holmes said "It was a 
good race but we miss Dave." 
For the women, Michelle Cox 
placed 5th overall in a field of 
213 runners (22 teams) and 2nd 
place for Div. I with a time of 
19:03 for the 5K course. 
"The race was fast and it was 
a tough field," Cox said. "I'm 
not too happy with my time, but 
I'm happy with my place." 
In second place for the Toreros 
was Angie Hansen in a time of 
21:22, while Joanna Lee and 
Miranda Maison finished close 
behind with times of 21:26 and 
21:31. 
Debi Masters rounded out the 
top five scorers with 22:31. The 
top seven was capped off with 
Brandy Heartburg in 22:39 and 
Stacy Tomaselli in 23:22. 
"The women's grouping was 
good between the second and 
fifth runners," Coach Cota said. 
"The times are going down and 
the women are becoming more 
fit." 
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA 
Freshmen tennis players (above) Ola Linblom and (be­
low) Peter Webb are the focus of high expectations. 
TENNIS 
continued from page 15 
mance in the All-Africa games. 
Out of a draw of sixty-four top 
players he won the bronze 
medal after finishing third. 
Udozorh's march through 
the tournament came to an end 
in the semifinals when he fell 
to Grant Stafford, who is 
ranked 53rd in the world. 
Sophomore Jack Whigham, 
the other proven starter, has 
also had a successful summer 
playing open tournaments 
around Southern California. 
This kind of improvement 
is what the team is counting 
on to build a strong squad 
again. And along with the 
returner's improvement, there 
is a new crop of freshmen to 
fill-out the team. 
Two freshmen that should 
contribute immediately are 
Ola Lindblom and Peter Webb. 
Lindblom is a top-ranked 
player from Sweden that em­
ploys very sleek and compact 
strokes along with excellent 
agility to cover the court. He 
can pound the ball from the 
baseline, and his single-hand 
backhand is surprisingly pow­
erful and accurate. 
Webb, a top Southern Cali­
fornia junior from Ventura, 
should also play somewhere 
in the singles line-up. Webb 
has tremendous penetation off 
his forehand and knows how 
to turn a defensive shot into an 
offensive one. 
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA 
There are also three walk-
ons that made the team after 
doing well in the tryout tour­
nament. RyanLuntz, a fresh­
man from Denver, should play 
in the bottom of the singles 
line up and could possibly be 
thrown into the doubles 
scheme. 
Two other freshmen on the 
team are Paul Kerwin and Jus­
tin Schmidt. "These guys are 
more like blue collar players," 
said assistant coach Ian 
Skidmore. "They have a lot to 
prove because they're fresh­
men." 
Last Tuesday, in a practice 
match against a Japanese team 
from Asia University, Ola 
Linblom drove his opponent 
deep and then hit a deft drop 
volley that bounced and 
hopped over the net to his side. 
His opponent sprawled and 
got there on time. But crafty 
Linblom put the ball out of 
reach. Drop volleys can be 
good too. 
USD CJ pi Pj "I™ PROFILE 
Popovich makes an All-American name for himself 
DOUG POPOVICH 
takes on the big time 
The purpose of Sports Profile is to 
bring attention to people in the 
USD athletic community who have 
unique accomplishments and in­
terests. 
The first thing that comes to mind 
when thinking about college football 
players in San Diego usually begins and 
ends with Marshall Faulk, the former 
All-American running back from San 
Diego State. 
What many people do not realize is 
that USD has an All-American of its own. 
His name is Doug Popovich and Sport­
ing News magazine has him ranked, in 
Division IAA, as one of the top four 
defensive backs in the nation. 
In 1994, the senior free safety set a 
school record with a Pioneer League-
leading 142 tackles. He also made the 
GTE Academic All-America first team, 
earning a 3.8 grade point average as an 
Ocean Studies major. 
These achievements have not come 
easy for the Tucson native. He used a 
rigorous off- season workout to chisel 
his 6-foot-l, 195 pound frame into the 
condition necessary to withstand the 
harsh punishment of football. Because 
of the hot summers in Arizona, Popovich 
would lift weights during the day and 
start his running workouts at one in the 
morning. 
When asked why he chose to play 
football at USD, he said "At USD there 
existed the opportunity to get a quality 
education and compete in a Division I 
program. I also enjoy the environment, 
it is conducive to my needs." 
Opposing running backs and wide 
recievers may not enjoy this environ­
ment when Popovich comes up to make 
a bone-crushing hit on them. 
Football fans can recall a tackle Doug 
made in a game last year against Dayton. 
The instant he saw Dayton's ball carrier 
with the ball, Popovich darted for him. 
He hit the running back so hard that the 
players helmet flew off! 
Popovich likes to approach each game 
by being both mentally and emotionally 
focused. He makes certain that he knows 
all of the assignments and coverages 
since it is a complex defensive 
scheme that he plays in. 
"The emotional part culminates 
right before the game, at that point 
I feel alive and ready to play," 
Popovich said. 
It would be hard to succeed in 
something without having heroes to 
look up to and admire. Doug's he­
roes in his life are not found on the 
pro football field or in Forbes maga­
zine. They are found in his home. "I 
have drawn power from each family 
member, in their own way. They all 
have different traits that I find sin­
cerely heroic," Popovich said. 
Doug Popovich's goal is to play in 
the NFL or CFL. Although he will 
probably not make millions of dol­
lars like Faulk, he has made himself 
known throughout the country. And 
the San Diego college football play­
ers list is entitled to start changing a 
few names around. 
I 




I Hello fellow USD students! We are 
bow well into the school year and 
hopefully everyone is settled in and 
everything's going well. 
During the summer, I never actu­
ally realize how much I miss school 
hnd the everyday ups-and-downs of 
life at USD. 
It is when I see friends reunited, 
people trying to find their classes, 
the incredible lines at the financial 
aid office, hear students laughing in 
the Deli, complaining about their 
workload this semester, and how 
much they worked during the sum­
mer, smell the distinct aroma of cof­
fee in my morning classes, and the 
patent fragrance of dorm rooms, taste 
the campus food that I have grown to 
be quite fond of, and feel the wonder­
ful overall ambiance that is uniquely 
USD's, I realize that this is a campus 
I have grown to love and feel fortu­
nate to be a part of. 
| This really is a time in our lives that 
will only happen once. We should all 
try to enjoy it as much as we can 
while we are here. 
The Associated Students is a sig­
nificant part of the university and our 
main objective is to fulfill the needs of 
the student community. It is an orga­
nization that is run by students, for 
students and is a representation of 
the entire undergraduate population. 
The crux of AS is two fold. The first 
objective is to listen to and address 
student issues. To achieve this objec­
tive, there is a student Senate that 
handles and votes on large issues, 
and a Student Issues Board that ex­
amines the concerns presented by the 
student body and attempts to rectify 
them. 
The second objective of AS is to 
organize a wide variety of events and 
programs that aim to entertain and/ 
or educate the students of USD. 
To coordinate the many events of 
AS, the Program Board was created 
to assist events such as concerts, 
speakers, community service, athlet­
ics, films, dances, cultural arts, and 
many others. 
Recently, the VISTA staff gener­
ously approved this section of each 
edition of the VISTA for the use by 
the Associated Students. Beginning 
with next week's edition, you will be 
able to get information about upcom­
ing AS events, recent student issues 
and what is being done about them, 
and read short articles from various 
Directors and Programmers of AS 
about what projects they are currently 
working on. 
As I said, the Associated Students' 
main objective is to represent the stu­
dents of USD, and in an attempt to 
better communicate what is happen­
ing in AS, we hope you will benefit 
from the information in this section. 
While we attempt to reach out to 
you, it is our ambition that you too 
will make an effort to tell us what is 
important to you whether it be a stu­
dent issue, a desire to see a specific 
program or event, advice on how we 
might better serve you, or anything 
else that may be on your mind. 
Although AS cannot promise to 
resolve every issue, it is our responsi­
bility and intention to listen to the 
students, and to do all we can to 
represent and embody each and ev­
ery one of you. 
We are here to represent you, your 
ideas, your needs and your wishes. 
However, we will never know what 
your concerns are if you do not in­
form us. 
For that reason, AS has a student 
issue voice mail line (x2590) in which 
you can call to voice any issues you 
may have. 
In addition, you may e-mail an is­
sue in by using the address, 
issues@teetot.acusd.edu. 
The AS Executive office is located 
in UC 225 if you ever would like to 
stop in to make a personal request, 
complaint, share something you en­
joyed, or just to say "Hi." Thank you 
for your time, and be sure to check 





Solomon Hall 7 p.m. 
October 2 
Women's Center 
Our Best Weight 
Management 
Strategies 








Solomon Hall 7p.m. 
Oct. 5 
Athletics 
Soccer Tailgate Party 
Torero Stadium 5:30-7p.m. 
The next LSAT is Saturday, December 2 
Are you thinking about taking an LSAT prep course? 
Before you shell out $700 or more, ask yourself these 




Will I get enough personal attention? 
At The Edge, you get free, unlimited, one-on-one extra tutoring, 
with your instructor, at virtually anytime. 
Will I he stuck in a huge class? 
At The Edge, you never will. Our maximum class size is 12. 
What are the practice materials like? 
At The Edge, every available LSAT —17 for the fall course—is 
yours to keep. You never have to go to any labs or libraries to 
gain access to your materials. And all your practice questions are 




Do I have to listen to tapes?At The Edge, 
the answer is No. All instruction is live, and any questions you 
have about any LSAT material can be addressed by your 
instructor during one-on-one tutoring. 
What if my score doesn't improve? 
It's simple: At The Edge, if your score does not improve by at 
least 5 points, we will refund your course cost. All of it.* 
How much is this going to cost me? 
Our 7-week LSAT courses cost $595. And, for a limited time, 
you get $100 off your course cost for every friend you sign up.* 
The Edge 
It's what we give you. 
292-0100 
*Some restrictions apply. Call for details. 
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Entries due today!!! 
Men's and Women's Field Hockey 







^Officials still needed** 
A and B 
5 week league, plus playoffs 
Wednesday and Thursdays 
5pm to 10pm 
Wednesday, October4th 
$25.00 per team 
16 
Men's Slow Pitch Softball 







**Umpires still needed** 
A and B 
5 week league, plus playoffs 
Sundays, 10am to 5pm 
Sunday, October 1st 
$25.00 per team 
16 
Co-rec Four Pitch Softball 







**Umpires still needed** 
Open 
3 week league, plus playoffs 
Sundays, 10am to 5pm 
Sunday, October 1st 





Co-rec Innertube Water Polo 
Have you ever played innertube water polo? Do you even know 
what it is? Well, it's time to find out. The Intramural Office is running 
a three week innertube water polo league, and it should prove to be alot 
of fun. You don't have to be a water polo player, you don't have to have 
great endurance, you don't even need to know how to play, all you need 
to do is sit in an innertube and paddle away. The rest will take care of 
itself. 
Co-rec innertube water polo is played with seven players, 4 men 
and 3 women (or vice versa). Teams may play with as few as six players 
as long as two are women. The games will consist of two 15 minute 
halves, with a five minute halftime. Games will be played on Sundays 
from 10am to 5pm. Play will begin Oct. 8, and roster limits will include 
12 participants. Everyone is encouraged to play, so come on out we 
promise once you try it you will be hooked. 
Come and sign up at the Intramural Office before next thursday. 
Entries are due next Thursday, October 5, by 5:00pm. So you better get 
your team signed up soon. 
**NOTE: Officials are still needed, contact the IM office for more 
information, 260-4533. 
Men's and Women's 
2X2 Team Tennis 
Tennis players get your doubles partners ready 2X2 Team Tennis is 
back for another exciting semester. Team tennis is similar to regular tennis but 
with a twist. In team tennis each player has the opportunity to play a singles 
match and a doubles match with their partner. The winner of the match is the 
team that accumulated the most total games won. 
If the match ends in a tie, then the winner will be 
the team that wins two out of three sets. Each set 
will be played until one player win six games and 
has at least a two-game lead. If tied at 6-6, the set 
will be scoreda tie. There will be no tie-breakers. 
2 X 2  T e a m  t e n n i s  i s  a  t h r e e  w e e k  l e a g u e  
and will be played Monday through Thursday 
from 6pm to 10pm. Play will begin on October 
9th and the roster limit is two. There will be 
men's and women's division and the entry fee is 
six dollars per team. 
Come join the fun. Entries will close on 
Thursday, October 5, by 5:30. Come to the 
Intramural office and sign up soon. 
Last chance to sign up 
Learn to save a life 
You never know when an emergency can occur, and you never think 
it can happen to you. Unfortunately, emergencies happen all the time, and 
we are not always prepared to deal with the situation. Whether you need a 
refresher course, certification for your job, or certification for personal 
reasons, it is always a good idea to know CPR/First Aid so an emergency does 
not turn into a tragedy. 
The intramural office is offering an American Red Cross Commu­
nity CPR/First Aid course on Saturday, October 7. This class will be offered 
on campus an d will be the only one offered this semester. This will be a nine 
hourcourse that will prepare you to handle many emergency situations. The 
cost of the course is $59.50 and the last day to register is tomorrow, Friday, 
September 29. 
Don't miss out, learn how to save a life!!! 
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Men's flag football 
Week two of EM flag football started off with an offensive struggle. 
Defending champs Bad Mudda Fuggas faced AirCorvetal in what figured to be an 
air-it-out, high scoring battle. However, as exciting as it was, neither team 
managed to score and played sloppy at times. AirCorvetal captains were pushing 
to get a couple of practices under the light this week as they prepare for BuckShaw. 
Buck Shaw recovered from their lost last week by taking it out on Old Pie. 
Give Old Pie some credit, they somehow stayed close the first half, only trailing 
6-0. But that didn't last long, as Brady Clark, L-Dub. Mortv-Wool. and lake Slania 
used some of their seven years of experience to blow Old Pie out in the second 
half, 34-0. Asked about their slow start Clark stated. "It wasn't anything Old Pie 
did, it was more what we did last night." Clark wants the Heisman bad and may 
possibly be right back in the race. 
In B-league action, Fat Lady Sings destroyed poor ASA and Amigos. This 
brought up the hot topic of running up the score to impress the pollsters, or in this 
case, to get your name in the paper. We do not mind it in the A-league because 
the teams are supposed to be competitive and points can be important for rankings, 
but in the B-league there are teams that are there to have fun and try their best to 
be competitive, but are a little less gifted in the art of football. Blowing them out 
will not help you get in the paper. If you B-league tough guys want to get in the 
paper by blowing out teams and throwing 50-yard bombs when you're up by 24 
points late in the second half, get some guts and come up to the A-league, but don't 
rub it in the face of some happy go lucky team on Saturday morning. On that note, 
leff Pillar had a great game to get Fat Lady Sings back on the winning track and 
leading them to a 30-0 victory over ASA and Amigos. 
In a down to the last seconds match, Free Agents down by two, 10-8 to Los 
Lobos got a minor set back on an inadvertent whistle which brought back a 
touchdown. Rich Hafern gave Los Lobos two points when he sacked Free Agents 
for a safety. With time running down Eric Stranger passed to lohnMcNamain for 
a 15 yard touchdown to give Free Agents the victory and a 2-0 start. 
Saints 2 got off to an early lead over 4 West Crew, when lohnnv Rask 
connected lames Marshall and then Alex Tiquia toget an early lead. The second 
half was all Saints 2 as they blew out the one time powerhouse 4 West Crew. 36-
0. 
In a close game, much closer than the score reflects, Ex-presidents on the 
shoulder of Ryan Goldman took it to a touch bunch in Donut Bovs. lustinZacoks 
and David Heber both helped Ex-presidents to the victory but Brian Lynch with 
his spectacular catches and all black ninja costume stole the show. Final score 20-
0. 
The final game was a classic! Down 14-0 on the touchdown pass for Dan 
Komnek to Brie Alon and punt return by endangered species Leonardo "The Sloth' 
Pimental. Phi Kappa Theta was ready to give up against Northside. But Phi Kappa 
Theta's all pro receiver Dave Plette rallied his troops together and mounted a come 
back. Unfortunately somehow Dr. Molasses-Pimental got behind Phi Kappa Theta 
secondary and got another touchdown. Down 20-0 Phi Kappa Theta's finally 
scored on a pass from lohn L. Murphy to Brian Proses. Then Plette took advantage 
of Mr.Turtle-Pimental, beating him on a 25 yard touchdown. Now, only down 
by seven and with the ball Plette took his team to the 20 yard line but they gave the 
ball on the downs and lost the game 20-13. 
Co-rec Volleyball 
Co-rec volleyball is back on the courts. The men and women are ready to 
fight for their retrieval of the season championship. Some teams have improved 
over the summer and others still don't have their acts together. 
Tv and Gavin Simpson. Stef Hayes and leana Allen joined forces to put 
away lames Hrzina's team. MelanieWall played aggressively for the losing team 
having more than twelve kills against the Midget Tossers. It just didn't turn out 
to be enough because leana and Stef pounded away. The Simpson brothers took 
it easy against lames Hrzina. leremv and leff Tyson in the last game, they already 
knew they had it in the bag. 
ADPI's and the Ruggers beat the other greek team in the league, Alpha 
Kappa Psi easily. It took PTs awhile to warm up. Scott Severe and lohnathon Store 
took the rugby guys down a notch by beating them 15-11. The PTs came back in 
the co-rec game and women's games by winning 15-5,15-7. 
The Turtle team galloped over the Quad Squad beating them 15-11,15-7,15-
2. Malia Andagans ability still shined through, even though her right arm is in the 
shop. Man Dla/ 's six kills along with MarkSchatzr's six left the Quad Squad with 
little to accomplish. 
Sassy Six wasn't sassy enough while playing the lammin Slammin 
Pavamin team. The PTs Paul van Akes had his share of aces as did Preston Panza. 
It wasn't a complete blow away, but the Sassy Six needs to do some open gym 
practice to get out of their slump. 
The unnamed team of CatieTeiada, lohn Pacheco, Eliza Wilcox. Tanya 
Ridino. and PeteUribe had a relaxing week on the courts while playing APALSA. 
Peter and lohn surprised many with their consistent aces. Hopefully, APALSA 
knows that this is just the beginning of their beating unless they shape up. 
Wes Naughtin got his team on the court to put the Aces in a class below 
him. Steph Tesasr had five impressive kills, that was the extent of her team stats 
but sometimes that's not all it takes. The team worked well together, as well as 
communicated to beat the Aces 12-15,15-11,15-8. 
No Hops might not be able to jump but they definitely have the ability to 
dominate and win. lohn Kim, the player of the week had 13 smashing hits along 
with eight aces. GrancielaCasas and Michelle Dye need to practicea bitafter seeing 
that they could put their team in jeopardy. Melanie Lund's serving might enable 
the Cookie Crew to prevail this week. 
ADPI's and the Guvs beat the Sleepers 15-8,15-4,6-15. The Sleepers need 
to wake up a little sooner and they may have a chance. Angela Gilb doesn't seem 
toneed to make up in the acing and killing areas. Mieke Vanwingerden and 
Cameron Casey both had five kills for the greek team. It should be interesting to 
see the ADPI girls battle against each other in the upcoming weeks. 
IM distinctions 
Men's Flag Football 
Game of the Week: A) Bad Mudda Fuggas vs Air Coryetal 
B) Free Agents vs Los Lobos 
Team of the Week: A) BuckShaw 
B) Free Agents 
Players of the Week: A) Brady Clark 
B) Brian Lynch 
Rankings: 
A-league 
1). Bad Mudda Fuggas 1-0-1 
2). Air Coryetal 0-0-1 
3). BuckShaw 1-1 
4). Old Pie 1-1 
5). Not Arm Chairs Yet 0-1 
Volleyball 
Game of the Week: Naughtin vs. Aces 
Players of the Week: John Kim (male) 
Angela Gilb (female) 
Team of the Week: Naughtin 
USD water ski team 
USD Water Ski Team improves immensely at first tournament 
The USD Water ski team traveled to Chico this weekend, for the first 
collegiate tournament of the year. USD competed in the traditional three events of 
water skiing-slalom, trick, and jump. The slalom team scored exceptionally well 
placing 5th in the tournament, beating USC, UCSD, SDSU, UCLA, and Standford. 
The men's trick team proved even more successful thanks to lav Weiteka's great 
trick pass, with a score of 77-, placing him 4th in the tournament and reserving a 
spot for him in All Sats! Doug Kincart also help the team placing 13th. 
USD ski team freshmen, Sarah Coolev and Scott Nishikawa. ran their 
personal best on the slalom course both with 2 balls at 28mph. Captain Doug Kincart 
led the team and achieved a personal best with 4 balls at 34mph. Casey Haeling. 
improving greatly from last year, also ran a personal best with 2 balls at 34mph. 
Frank Oliveto won the cookie tossing context, but only after an ill-fated jump-
leaving him with a minor slash across his forehead. 
Even with a few injures and a crazy Saturday night the ski team scored very 
wellinthejumpeventonSunday. Weitka had a tournament best with 58ft. Haeling 
jumped 45ft, and Kincart followed with 39ft. Coolev and Nishikawa attempted first 
ever jump this weekend. Coolev landed her second attempt with 35ft, and 
Nishikawa with a great effort won the accidental flipping contest. 
The USD water ski team is training intensely this week for the Western 
Regional this weekend in Sacramento. GOODLUCKGUYS! Kill UCSD! 
The team would like to especially thankC.C. Brown for the use of his lake, 
and services. Another big thanks goes out to the Earl for the Saturday night 
entertainment, whata dancer!!!!! 
Golf results are in 
If you didn't participate in Friday's Intramural 2X2 Golf Tournament you 
sure missed out. What a beautiful day for golf! With a total of thirty participants the 
day was long, but full of excitement. The tournament included competition in three 
different divisions: individual, team, and scramble, along with two longest drive 
contests, and a closest to the pin contest. The Intramural staff would like to 
congratulate all participants for some great round of golf. 
Gemot Tripcke took almost every award he could get his hands on. Gemot 
Tripcke was out in full force winning the closest to the pin contest in hole #1, 
winning the individual division with a score of 71, and hooking up with just as 
talented of a partner, lose Gonzales to tie in the team competition with Brent Stulik 
and Tony Lindner with a combined score 148. Coming in a close second was the 
team of Tames Hewettand Scott Severe with a score of 154. Besides coming in a close 
second. Tames Hewett. did not go home empty handed. He managed to pull off the 
longest drive on the hole #16 - fora $20.00 gift certificate to Tecolote Canyon Golf 
Course. 
In the scramble division it practically came down to the last hole. Running 
out of day light, ShaunMorev and Paul Ware, with a score of 58 to finish even in the 
course were not able to pull out in front of Erik Karakis and Kris Alandv. which 
finished with a score of 57 to finish one under for the win. However battling out for 
the scramble competition was not all Kris Alandv had in mind, he also won the 
longest drive contest on hole #5. Congratulations guys for a great competition. 
The day was full of great competition and lots of fun. Congratulations to 
Gary Becker forbeing a great coach, while his protege Elaine Mora was hacking away 
a t those long drives and running over other people's balls with the golf cart. Elaine 
Mora still hasn't mastered every aspect of the game, and out of frustration made a 
huge diviton the green. Coach Becker was trying to calm her down and get her out 
of the golf course before she destroyed anymore of it. But, overall it was a lot of fun 
even if she has a lot to leam. 
Thanks Coach Becker for some great tips. 
B-league 
1). Ex-presidents 2-0 
2). Saints 2 2-0 
3). Free Agents 2-0 
4). Northside 1-1 
5). Los Lobos 1-1 
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Personals Wanted 




125 characters, 1 week — $7 
each additional 20 characters — $2 
15% discount on orders for 3 concecutive weeks, 
25% discount on orders for 6 concsecutive weeks 
and longer 
All classifieds due by 5 p.m. Friday prior to publica­
tion 
Late submissions are subject to 40% service fee 
20% discount with USD I.D. 
Purchasese can be made in person at the VISTA 
office, the U.C. Ticket booth, by telephone 260-4714. 
Happy Birthday to the 
best Managing Editor 
around, Cory Schmelzer. 
You're 21 and it's time to 
get down and party. 
Thanks for all your help 
and hard work. We 
couldn't put this paper 
together without you. 
FOR SALE 
You have something to 
sell... Advertise in the 
VISTA! 
College Area. 1BR in 
3BR house. Modern 
Kitchen, Laundry. $350/ 
mo. plus utilities. J.B. 
697-2734. 
South Mission Beach: 
Deal Ct. Full}' Furnished 
Loft w/ balcony. Please 
call 488-6130. 
$5,000-$8,000 Monthly 
Working distributing our 
Product Brochures. Get 
Paid — We Supply Bro­
chures. F/T or P/T. For 
FREE Info. Write: Direc­
tor 1375 Coney Island 
Ave., Ste. 427 Brooklyn, 
NY 11230. 
EARN $500 or more 
weekly stuffing enve­
lopes at home. Living 
Shoppers, Dept. J27, P.O. 
Box 1779, Denham 
Springs, LA 70727. 
FOX TV Wants you for a 
new show. Fun and 
Prizes! Call 800-343-8543. 
WANTED 
***FREE TRIPS & 
CASH!*** Find out how 
hundreds of students are 
already earning FREE 
TRIPS and LOTS OF 
CASH with America's #1 
Spring Break company! 
Sell only 15 trips and 
travel free! Choose 
Cancun, Bahamas, 
Mazatlan, or Florida! 





offers support & friend­
ship to GAY/Lesbian/ 
Bi/Straight undergrads 
Wed. @ 7 p.m. Call x2227 
of visit UC 128. 
SKI THE FRENCH ALPS 
& visit Paris for $989. 
Call Linea Int'l Tours at 
689-6641. 
"Want a Spiritual Lift?" 
Call 277-8060 (recording 
changed daily) Sunday 
Service 10 a.m. Linda 
Vista Presbyterian 
Church 2130 Ulric Street, 
San Diego. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Gay Night at Knott's 
Berry Farm—Friday, 
Sept. 29, 1995, 7 p.m.-
1 a.m. Odyssey Adven­
tures presents Gay Night 
at Knott's Berry Farm. 
Ticket prices are $30 at 
the door. This special 
event is closed off to the 
public. 
DON'T WAIT 
UNTIL THE LAST MINUTE I 
G R E L S A T  
Coureee in preparation for 
the Dec. exams begin in Oct.! 
LSAT: Dec. 2.1995 
Courses begin Sat. Oct. 21 
Mega-Course (3 weeks) begins Sat. Oct. 7 
GRE: Dec. 7.1995 






The Princeton Review is not affiliated with Princeton U. or ETS. 
The December exams are 
your last chance for '96 
admissions. Call now for 
schedules and info! I VISTA CLASSIFIEDS ... 
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL THING. CALL 260-4714 FOR INFORMATION. 
Tecolote 
Come in for the best drink specials in town 
Mondays 
Monday Night Football 
$ 5.00 Draft Pitchers 




$ .50 Drafts 7.00 till 8.00 pm. 
$ 1.00 Wells $ 1.00 Drafts 
all night, starts at 8 pm. 
Friday 
After school party 
$1.00 Tequila shots 1.50 Vodkas all night 
starts at 6.00 pm. 
Saturday 6.00 pm. 
$ 1.50Beer bottles 
CALL 998-0709 FOR INFO. 
We'll Cover 
Your Admission. 
T H E  U L T I M A  I  E  
L A S E R  A D V E N T U R E  
Get Your Friends To 
Cover Your Back. 
ULTRAZONE—San Diego's most innovative, state-of-the-art laser tag game—has 
arrived. Enter the ZONE, a subterranean city from the far future, and experience 
unbelievable acoustics, mind-blowing special effects, and heart-pumping competition. 
If you've never entered the ZONE, now's your chance to check it out First-time players 
bring this coupon to ULTRAZONE and play one game absolutely freel 
1 FREE G/VIVIEE 
THAT'S RIGHT. THIS COUPON IS GOOD FOR 
ONE FREE GAME. 
JUST PRESENT IT TO THE CASHIER 
BEFORE YOU PLAY. 
FIRST-TIME PLAYERS ONLY. ONE COUPON PER PERSON. 
COUPON EXPIRES: 10/4/95 ZONE EMPIRE AUTHORIZATION: USD U L T I M A T I L A S B W  A D V E N T U R E  
ULTRAZONE - THE ULTIMATE LASER ADVENTURE 
Glasshouse Square 3146 Sports Arena Blvd., Suite 21, San Diego, CA. Phone: 221-0100 
USD's Weekly Guide to Entertainment. Volume 8. Issue 4. 
NATALIE WESLEY/VISTA 
PLUS: Brad Pitt's New Lucky 
Number 
Playscool '95 
And a whole 
lot more • •• 
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Frontman John Roy talks 
about Ska's past, 
present and future — and 
Uns teady ' s  p lace  in  i t  
ALLISON VALLERGA 




Unsteady is a San Diego based ska band who plays a melodic, extremely danceable blend of jazz and tradionally 
influenced ska. The band has a colorful history, with many of its members having played together in other bands such 
as Gangbusters, Colorblind, and The Donkey Show. Together, their energy fuses to produce music and mayhem. Their 
terrific live act can be caught many places locally, such as Soma, The Belly Up Tavern, The Casbah, and many other 
venues in the San Diego area and beyond. They are one of the best local bands that San Diego has to offer. 
B Catch them soon, before they really blow up! This interview was conducted with Unsteady's lead singer and sax player John Roy. o Here's what he had to say about Snapple, San Diego, and of course, ska. 
OUTLOOK: What is your definition of ska? 
JOHN ROY: Um...ska is music that was taken from the people of Jamaica by their influences; basically heavy Latin 
and African-influenced calypso and soca. It was applied to New Orleans jump swing and Rhythm and Blues of the 
40's and 50's, and it became a music all its own. So, ska is kind-of like a syncopated Rhythm and Blues thing. That's 
the original ska, all other music after that is just ska-influenced music. Other people may want to debate whether the 
music that is influenced by ska is or is not ska, but, that's not up to me to decide. 
OUTLOOK: What was the first ska music that you ever heard, and when? 
ROY: It was the first Specials album, in 1979. The self-titled album, that was the first thing I ever heard that was 
ska-influenced. I heard Selecter's "Too Much Pressure," and then Dance Craze (album and film documenting the '80s 2-
Tone ska bands in England). After that, I started getting into the original versions of all of this stuff, because I asked around 
to different friends about the influences of this stuff. I was interested in '60s soul, and I noticed that ska was similar to '60s 
soul, so I pursued it. After that, I actually began to listen to the more traditional stuff, like the stuff that first came out. 
OUTLOOK: What do you think of the ska scene here in San Diego? 
ROY: I wish there was a ska scene here! That would really be something. I used to think the ska scene was really great here 
in like '84-'87, and it just hasn't stayed together in tthe face of promoters, lack of bands, also a lack of unity and a lot of 
back-biting. I hope I'm not back-biting right now! I think it needs more help, it needs some support, and it needs open-
mindedness on the part of the people who are within the scene to help the people who are just getting in, instead of it 
being an elitist clique thing. j|; 
OUTLOOK: Have you been influenced more by the '60s ska sounds, or by the 2-Tone sounds of the '70s and '80s? 
ROY: Well, I was influenced by the 2-Tone stuff because, well, I'm 24 now, and I've been listening to it since I was 
9- years old, so, for my later childhood and adolescense, that was what I was influenced a lot by. Mostly the 2-Tone 
stuff, since you couldn't get any of the really old stuff, up untill the point where I started ordering from the UK. 
OUTLOOK: Who are your biggest non-ska musical influences? 
ROY: John Coltraine, Miles Davis, Charlie Parker, Danny Elfman, Smokey Robinson, The Tempta­
tions, The Four Tops, various organ music, classical music. There's a plethora, that's a bunch of 
them. 
OUTLOOK: Who are your favorite bands that are making music right now? 
ROY: Jump With Joey, they've done a really incredible job with their influences. Fishbone, although 
I don't know what direction they're going in now, I liked a lot of the stuff that they did before. Cherry 
Poppin' Daddies, from Eugene, those guys are insane. Mickey Katz, Don Byron, he plays a lot of 
razy stuff. He's a clarinetist... A lot of sax people, you know. The Tokyo Ska Paradise Orchestra, 
'Guru from Gangstarr who's doing Jazzmatazz now, Steel Pulse, although I don't much like all of their 
synthesizer stuff. 
OUTLOOK: I understand that you are playing in another band besides Unsteady, could you tell 
me about that? 
ROY: It's called MI-5, it's with most of the guys from Unsteady, and we play a kind-of a soul/jazz deal. 
We're influenced by the Paul Weller movement, what he's doing now. Basically, we're using electron­
ics, plus a lot of vintage instruments. We're influenced by a lot of hard-bop stuff. I personally don't 
consider myself jazz, since I didn't live the African-American experience in the 40's. I'm just a white 
kid from the suburbs. I was definitely influenced by those people's music, though, it's pretty 
see UNSTEADY on page D 
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Music... TVT Records has announced the eclectic range of music to be featured on the release of "Seven: The Original Motion 
Picture Soundtrack." Selections includes Thelonious Monk's "Straight, No Chaser," Billie Holiday's "I Cover the Waterfront," 
Marvin Gaye's "Trouble Man" and Charlie Parker's "Now's the Time" as well as others...Lawyers representing Courtney Love 
have postponed her court appearance in Ephrata, Washington, for a second time because she is too busy. The prosecutor agreed, 
despite the case being pushed backed once before... Jimi Hendrix, known for his flamboyant guitar style (to say the least), died 
from a drug overdose 25 years ago this week. Movies ... Take it from Brad Pitt, movie sets are the place to meet girls. Pitt, who's 
currently involved with "Seven" star Gwyneth Paltrow, said to an interviewer concerning his attraction to actresses, "They 
understand what you're trying to do. I hear actors say, 'I'll never date another actor/ Well, I think just the opposite — if you can 
find a stable one." Pitt was previously in a three-year relationship with Juliette Lewis, who co-starred with Pitt in "Kalifornia."... 
In memory of Marlon Riggs, Karibu will join the Landmark Theatre Corporation on Friday, Sept. 29, in the premiere of "Black Is 
... Black Ain't," a lyrical film by the controversial award-winning film maker. "Black Is... Black Ain't" will be shown for three 
days only at the Ken Cinema, 4061 Adam Avenue, 283-5909 ... Dang (with members from USD) will play at Sharkey's in La Jolla 
Saturday, Sept., 30 at 10 p.m. Be there! 
Playscool '95 at the San 
Diego Sports Arena 
RAVE 
Outlook Editor 
In the age of throw away, it's 
nice to know that some things 
are still around. Playscool is one 
of those things. It is one of the 
most happening events to rear 
itself up to the San Diego 
"scene." From the early days, 
way back in 1986-87 Playschool 
has put on some of the most 
innovative and spectacular au­
dio/ visual events ever to be seen 
in any San Diego nightclub. 
It used to be that Playscool 
would host events at local night­
clubs and gatherings. Well that 
spawned into an annual Sports 
Arena event that has been going 
off ever since. Last year over 
6000 people attended. Can you 
imagine seeing 6000 people at 
Emerald City? Pretty impres­
sive. 
Anyway, this year is no 
sloughing matter. The gig is 
once again at the Sports Arena, 
Friday October 6th. Tickets are 
somewhat costly at 17 bucks, 
but I don't know any other time 
of the year that you can rave 
until 4 in the morning at the 
Sports Arena. The music is 
advertised as being a "Massive 
Hearthumping Sound" and I 
can only begin to imagine what 
the sound would be like, 
reveberating from the ceiling to 
the floor. 
Interestingly enough, this year 
there will be some 14 D.J.'s, and 
11 live bands. The headliner, 
UK's own Utah Saints, 'achiev­
ing moderate success from the 
soundtrack "Mortal Combat," 
are headlining. Very ravish. The 
list of other bands and D.J.'s is 
too long to mention otherwise, 
although Buck-o-Nine is play­
ing and I do want to see them, so 
if you want to know more de­
tails then call 526-PLAY. 
One of the best things about 
Playscool is that anyone 18 and 
up can go. There is a full bar, but 
good luck getting any without a 
wristband. 
Without a doubt the best thing 
about Playscool is, of course, the 
music. It may be San Diego's 
only "real" nightclub experi­
ence, especially if you have to 
wait three more years 'til you're 
legal. If you go, be prepared to 
dance your ass off, and and have 
a completely great time. 
PLAYSCOOL 
9:30 p.m. - 4 a.m. 
Friday, Oct. 6 at 



























'Seven' proves lucky for Pitt and Freeman 
GREGORY GOLDMAN 
Outlook Editor 
It's far from "The Shawshank 
Redemption," and it's definitely 
not "Legends of the Fall." And 
"Silence of the Lambs" has got 
nothing on David Fincher's 
"Seven." Without a doubt, it is 
one of the most disturbing films 
of the year, with an unexpect­
edly bizarre ending that leaves 
the viewer speechless. 
Set in the crime-ridden and 
decayed urban infrastructure of 
Anywhere, USA, "Seven" de­
picts the decline of morality, vio­
lence and loss of hope that is 
beginning to characterize our 
world. Morgan Freeman stars 
as a refined yet dejected homi­
cide detective finishing his last 
week before retirement when he 
discovers that he is to train his 
replacement, an idealistic young 
upstart detective played by Brad 
Pitt. The two unexpectedly 
stumble upon the work of a 
maniacally religious serial killer, 
who tortures his carefully cho­
sen victims to death for commit­
ting one of the seven deadly sins 
— gluttony, greed, sloth, pride, 
lust, envy and wrath. The two 
detectives work to piece together 
a bizarre puzzle that leads them 
through the grim reality of the 
urban underworld. 
Morgan Freeman's portrayal 
of Lieutenant William Somerset, 
a wise but disillusioned veteran 
cop, is flawless. His cool and 
methodical approach to the case 
is contrasted by the youthful 
anger and energy of Detective 
David Mills, played by Brad Pitt. 
Although Pitt's performance is 
weak at times, he still proves 
that he is not confined to just 
playing the pretty boy. Pitt and 
Freeman seem to be made for 
their roles, and Freeman's 
thoughtful investigation com­
bined with Pitt's tough attitude 
creates a perfect mix that goes 
well beyond the typical "buddy 
cop" story. 
David Fincher's directing 
abilities set the eerie tone for the 
entire film. The use of dilapi­
dated buildings, contrast be­
tween lights and darks as well 
as the constant rain effect may 
seem to have been borrowed 
from Ridley Scott, but despite 
this the gothic feel of the entire 
film is genuine. 
But by far the best thing about 
the film is the feeling it leaves 
you with. The portrayal of a 
world that seems completely 
insane yet very similar to our 
own leaves the viewer com­
pletely disoriented, wondering 
where society is heading. It 
would be pointless to spoil such 
a riveting film by disclosing the 
ending, but suffice it to say that 
if you see only one movie in the 
next few weeks, "Seven" is it. 
Welcome to the newest feature of Outlook! Megabytes is here to take the mystery out of 
computers and to help you cruise the information superhighway. 
Netscape has emerged as a leader in the web browser market, capturing 75 percent of the 
market. By releasing this latest round of browser software, the company hopes to gain an 
even greater lead over software giant Microsoft, which will introduce its own set of publish­
ing tools, known as Blackbird, for the Internet early next year. Netscape hopes to make test 
versions of its new software products available for free evaluation over the Internet by the end 
of this week, giving it a tremendous head start. The site's URL is http://www.netseape.cam. 
You can't wait for the next installment of Megabyte. You just have to find that coolest site 
now. You want to ride that fifteen seconds of famous fad for all its worth baby, and you won't 
stop for anybody. Well, now you can do it by yourself big guy. AH you really have to do is to 
talk to Glen Davis, the Godfather of Net Cool. Just one day on his good side can make or 
break people. He is the Cool Site of the Day, not just a carbon copy, but the original and the 
most respected. Everyday tens of thousands of people log into the Cool Site of Day to see 
what Davis liked. Why don't you join them? The site URL is http://www.infi.net/cool.html. 
FILE PHOTO/ NEW LINE 
Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman star in the brilliant new thriller, "Seven." 
MegaBvtas f w compiled by Reginald H. Fouche 
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UNSTEADY 
continued from page B 
powerful stuff. I just try to put my own 
flavors, my own ideas on it. 
OUTLOOK: I hear that you also work at 
Snapple. Which job has better side ben­
efits and free stuff, Snapple or the band? 
ROY: Nothing's free with the band, I've 
gotta pay for it all. I just lose money right 
now ... because I like it. There's nothing 
really free from Snapple, but there is a 
paycheck. Unfortunately, no freebies any­
where around. I always lose money in 
the long run. 
OUTLOOK: What was the worst show 
that you ever played? 
ROY: Well ... I think when we played 
with MDC, Millions of Dead Cops, and 
three other hard-core bands. Somehow 
we ended up on the bill, being the only 
ska-influenced band, so there were all 
kinds of Nazi skinheads at the show, 
high-fiving us. It was pretty funny be­
cause this rapper, Kid Frost, was at the 
show, and he was hanging out backstage 
with us. He brought out his gun because 
he didn't like the Nazis, he was actually 
going to "bust some caps." He was really 
pissed off at them, because they were 
doing all of the things that idiot rascists 
usually do. I don't like to call them 
skinheads. They're Nazis, and they're 
bald, and they're trying to cop a look that 
real skinheads have. 
OUTLOOK: Conversely, what was your 
best show ever? 
ROY: It's a toss up. The first one would 
be a show we played at Iguana's with 
Fishbone, when I was in Gangbusters. It 
wasn't with Unsteady, but it was one of 
the best shows I've ever played. The place 
was packed. It's in Tijuana, so there was 
no real fire marshall or 18-and-up thing, 
so it was alcohol with all ages. There was 
chaos there. I'd say there was 1,400 or 
1,500 people packed into a place that was 
supposed to hold 900. There were people 
jumping from the rafters, jumping three 
stories into another crowd of people. It 
was hot as hell, but the whole place was 
moving. Another good one was with my 
other band, Colorblind, 
who is still around. We played with The 
Selecter at The Belly Up a few years ago. 
That had the whole place moving also, 
you could actually feel the floor moving 
up and down. It's a solidly built place, 
but the stage was moving up and down. 
Literally, we couldn't hold our instru­
ments still. I love shows when people are 
dancing and going crazy. 
OUTLOOK: A lot of people are saying 
that ska is going to be the next big thing, 
now that both reggae and punk have 
gone mainstream. What do you think? 
ROY: Well, I'd be real happy if ska was 
the "next big thing." All of these so-
called "next big things" tend to be sold-
out, commercialized crap, and everyone 
tries to get on the bandwagon. In some 
ways I hope that it's successful, but in 
other ways, I don't want the rampant 
commercialism. People want to be suc­
cessful, but not at the cost of their soul or 
humanity or music. I don't know of it's 
the truth or not, I just play the stuff. 
OUTLOOK: When is your new album 
coming out? 
ROY: The tentative date is January 15, so 







next week, your 
article could be 
featured... 
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Are you a 
good writer? 
Interested in 








Come by UC 
114b or call 






Saturday, October 14 
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
reception following 
* music and refreshments provided * 
Give to: "Jesse's Fund" 
Wells Fargo Bank 
512 Fletcher Parkway 
El Cajon, CA 92020 
HOW IT WORKS 
Pick up a pledge sheet and additional information at the 
University Center box office 
Find sponsors who will pledge money to "Jesse's Fund" 
Pick an event(s) (run, walk, bike, blade, chair, skate, swim, etc.) 
Awards: Individual who raises the most money; Most sports 
used; Organization that raises the most money 
Free T-shirt when you turn in $25 or more! 
JESSE STANIMIROVICH, a senior majoring in computer science at USD, broke his neck in a 
body surfing accident this summer. Since the accident, Jesse has steadiiy improved, but 
remains unable to move his legs, and has very limited feeling below his shoulders. 
Since entering USD three years ago, Jesse has left an indelible mark. His dedication, 
dependability and enthusiasm have made tremendous impacts with organizations such as 
Outdoor Adventures, where Jesse served as both a staff member and a volunteer outing 
guide; the UC Operations staff; and the theater department. Sea World has also benefited 
from Jesse's involvement as a summer employee. 
MAKING STRIDES FOR JESSE is a fundraiser to help Jesse and his family afford the tremen­
dous costs associated with his accident. His electric chair alone costs nearly $17,000, 
and his family must find a new home and automobile that are wheelchair-accessible. 
